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Make beautiful memories at the charming Centrella Bed and BTeakfast Inn, located in the heart of 
Pacific Grove ... just minutes away from the new Monterey Bay Aquarium, Pebble Beach, and Carmel. 
A romantic sojourn for two including 
• A deluxe accommodation 
• Bottle of chilled champagne upon arrival 
• Bath featuring old-fashioned claw-foot tub 
lavish personal care amenities and terry robes 
• Dinner at Pacific Grove's most romantic 
restaurant, Fandango (within walking 
distance of The Inn) 
• Tumdown service featuring cordials, truffles 
and long-stemmed rose • Full, hot buffet breakfast, featuring homemade 
waffles • Late check-out 
$119.00* 
*Special 15% DISCOUNT is offered to all Military Personnel 
and Civilian Employees of the Poet Graduate School 
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STILL VERY AFFORDABLE 
LOCATION • Just 1/3 of a mile to the NAVAL POST-
GRADUATE SCHOOL. Close to the 17 Mile Drive, 
Fisherman's Wharf, Cannery Row and the Aquarium. 
Ten minutes from the Monterey Airport. 
LUXURY • An elegant, full service Resort with a fine 
Family-Style Restaurant, Lobby Bar and live Entertain-
ment. Outdoor Pool, Indoor Hot Therapy Pool, All-
Weather Tennis Courts, Putting Green, his and her 
Saunas, Deck Shuffleboard and Table Tennis. Golf 
Privileges close by at World Famous Courses! 
ACCOMMODATIONS • 204 beaulltul Guest Rooms 
include 16 extraordinary Suites. Six excellent Con-
ference and Banquet Rooms accommodate 20 to 300 
persons. 
SPECIAL MILITARY & GOVERNMENT RATES! 
Call for Reservations: 408/373-6141 
MONTEREY HOTEL RESORT 
(formerly The Hilto n Resort) 
1000 Aguajito Road at Route I 
Monterey • California • 93940 
About the back cover: 
When President Theodore Roosevelt, shown in front of the Hotel 
Del Monte, ordered the White Fleet (top) on a world cruise in 
1907, no one expected the Del Monte would one day become a 
school for the U.S. Navy. 
Based on lessons learned during the Great White Fleet's 
memorable cruise, the Navy established an advanced education 
program in steam engineering that later became the U.S. Naval 
Postgraduate School. 
Beginning in attic classrooms of the Naval Academy, the school 
made a transcontinental move to Monterey in the early 1950s, 
forever changing the historic Del Monte into a prestigious 
educational institution. 
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John Sanden, Nancy Tuckwab and the Monterey Bay Aquarium. 
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This Guide is a special edition of cQ 600 
"The Navy on the Monterey Peninsula," 
commemorating the 80th anniversary 
of the Naval Postgraduate School. 
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rl onsider yourself fortunate. 
Within a short time, you will be 
living and working in one of the 
most beautiful areas of the coun· 
try. Here's an advance welcome 
to the Navy on the Monterey 
Peninsula. 
This book was put together to 
help you prepare for your move 
and to provide a guide for your 
first few weeks in the area. Once 
you're settled, the guide also will 
be a handy reference for services 
and activities. 
For detailed information about 
history, tourism and area recrea· 
tional spots, you are encouraged 
to contact the area chambers of 
commerce. 
Here's one tip, though, before 
you begin your move - don't 
pack away all your winter 
clothes for the mover to take. 
Even though you will be in 
balmy California - and the 
weather is beautiful - it does get 
a bit nippy at times around the 
Monterey Peninsula, especially in 
the mornings and evenings. 
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Reporting In 
Personnel with orders for duty 
at the Naval Postgraduate School 
are required to report dressed in 
the uniform of the day. Stop first 
at the Quarterdeck, located 
inside the main entrance of 
Herrmann Hall, to have orders 
endorsed. During working hours 
(0800-1630, Monday thru Friday) 
or at 0800 on the next working 
day, go to the Correspondence 
and Records Office in Room 131, 
Herrmann Hall. 
A new program, "One Stop 
Check-In:· allows students to 
complete the check-in process 
within a couple of hours. The 
program is scheduled prior to 
calling the Correspondence and 
Records Office, commercial (408) 
646·2789 or autovon 878·2789. 
Non-Navy personnel should call 
646·2022 or autovon 878-2022. 
After working hours, the Quar· 
terdeck is a good source of infor· 
mation; call (408) 646-2441 or 
autovon 878-2441. 
Navy pay and personnel 
records records are maintained 
by Personnel Support Detach· 
ment, Monterey (PSD), located in 
the East Wing of Herrmann Hall. 
Navy personnel will be directed 
by the Correspondence and 
Records Office when to report to 
PSD for processing. 
Bachelor Quarters 
Herrmann Hall looks more like 
a hotel than an academic facility. 
In fact, it was once the Hotel Del 
Monte, a large 19th century 
resort. It is still a hotel for some, 
and might even be where you 
spend your first night in 
Monterey. 
The NPS Bachelor Officer 
Quarters are divided into tempo-
rary and permanent resident 
rooms in Herrmann Hall. Perma· 
nent rooms are available to single 
military officers on permanent 
change of station orders. 
Requests to be placed on the PCS 
waiting list should be submitted 
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to the NPS BQ officer at least six 
months prior to arrival. Tumpo· 
rary BOQ rooms house Defense 
Resources Management Educa· 
lion Center and Aviation Safety 
Program students and others 
assigned to NPS on orders. Res· 
ervations should be made as 
soon as an arrival date is known. 
Bachelor Enlisted Quarters are 
located in Buildings 205 and 259 
on Cunningham Road. 
All officer and enlisted bache· 
lor personnel assigned to NPS or 
its tenant commands and all 
those on TAD/TOY orders must 
report to the central assignment/ 
record desk (CARD), next to the 
Quarterdeck, for room assign· 
ments and keys. TAD personnel 
that cannot be accommodated in 
Herrmann Hall will be booked 
into contract quarters hotels 
through the BOQ office. 
Further information may be 
obtained 24 hours a day by 
calling the CARD, (408) 




The Navy has no temporary 
family housing in the Monterey 
area. However, nearby Fort Ord 
has guest housing to accommo· 
date families regardless of mili· 
tary service or grade. Reserva· 
lions should be made 60 days in 
advance of arrival date by phone, 
mail or in person to Fort Ord 
Guest Housing, P.O. Box 65, Fort 
Ord, CA 93941; (408) 242-3181 or 
394-8103, autovon 929-:3181. 
located in Martinez Hall at Fort 
Ord, the Guest Housing Office is 
open seven days a week from 
0645 until 2300. 
Because the Monterey Peoin· 
sula is a resort area, motel reser· 
vations must be booked in 
advance, especially during sum· 
mer months. There are also 
many annual events such as the 
AT&T Pro-Am Golf Tuurnament, 
Monterey Jazz Festival, Can-Am 
Auto Racing at Laguna Seca and 
the California Air Show, which 
make it difficult and costly to 
obtain accommodations on short 
notice. 
Civilian Personnel 
The Navy is one of the Penin-
sula's largest civilian employers; 
over 1,000 people are employed 
in a variety of positions ranging 
from scientific and research 
positions to trades, administra-
tive and clerical positions. 
Spouses can often find employ· 
ment opportunities through job 
fair programs sponsored by the 
personnel office. These job fairs 
bring employers from major 
peninsula businesses to the 
school to recruit new employees. 
There are also many job opportu-
nities for spouses at the Postgrad· 
uate School. 
'lb obtain information about 
job opportuoities or employee 
benefits, contact the Civilian 
Personnel Office located in Room 
129, Herrmann Hall, at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. The tele· 
phone number is (408) 646-2001. 
Getting Settled 
m ne of your main concerns 
will be to find quarters on the 
peninsula. There is an 877-unit 
officer housing area at La Mesa 
Village. Enlisted family housing 
is located at Fort Ord. Unfortu-
nately, government housing 
additions on the peninsula have 
not kept up with demand and 
private rentals have been at a 
premium for many years. The 
rental market is active and prices 
continuously change. 
In general, rents will be less 
expensive in Seaside, Marina and 
Salinas, but expect to pay S550 
or more for a one bedroom 
apartment. 1\vo-, three-and four-
bedroom units are appreciably 
higher. 
Prospective buyers can expect 
to pay more for less than at their 
previous duty station. Median 
selling prices for housing in area 
communities are: Pebble Beach, 
$282,000; Carmel, 5232,000; 
Carmel VaJley, 5229,000; Monte-
rey, S 183,300; Pacific Grove, 
5178,700; Marina, $131,000; and 
Seaside, S 106,500. In Monterey 
and Carmel building lots range 
from S75,000 to $135,000. 
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La Mesa Village 
More than half of the Naval 
Postgraduate School student 
families live in this government 
housing complex, located about 
one and one·balf miles from the 
school campus. La Mesa also 
houses military faculty members 
and other military families sta· 
tioned around the peninsula. 
La Mesa is a self·contained 
village that offers a convenience 
store, beauty salon, six tennis 
courts, little league fields and 
numerous playgrounds. A public 
elementary school, La Mesa 
Grade School, is also located 
there. It runs on a school year 
that is designed to conform to the 
NPS schedule. 
La Mesa Village offers 34 floor 
plans. Housing designs range 
from two·story townhouses to 
single homes with fireplaces, to 
quadraplexes and duplexes. Yard 
size varies. 
Your rank and the number of 
children you have determines 
which houses are available 
to you. 
If sufficient choices are availa· 
ble, the housing office may off er 
you two alternative floor plans. 
Open choices of specific floor 
plans cannot be accommodated. 
U you don't like the first h~using 
unit offered, you may pass It up. 
The second plan offered must be 
accepted or your name will be 
removed from the housing wait· 
ing list. You may re·apply one 
year after being dropped from 
the list, but a new control date 
will be assigned - the date you 
re·apply. 
La Mesa Village features four 
housing areas. Wherry Housing 
consists of 449 units ranging in 
size from Sil to 1,622 square feet. 
With its combination of Field 
Grade (04-05) and Junior Grade 
(01·03) quarters, it is the oldest 
and largest area of La Mesa 
Village. All Wherry kitchens 
have been remodeled and dish· 
washers have been installed. 
The Wherry Housing area bas 
a mix of one· and two·story 
units, ranging from two to four 
bedrooms (some with studies), 
one to two baths and 117 have 
carports. 
Capehart Housing consists of 
150 Field Grade Quarters (04·05). 
Capehart housing ranges from 
932 to 1,393 square feet with two 
to four bedrooms and one to two 
baths. All homes in Capehart 
have attached carports. 
The Wherry or Capehart 
homes have medium to large 
lawns and are surrounded by 
green, open areas. 
Funded Tuwnhouses, Junior 
Grade Quarters (01·03) have from 
three to eight units per building. 
Most of the 160 units are two· 
story; all have three bedrooms 
but none of them have fireplaces 
or carports. Most of the units 
have small yards and all have 
enclosed terraces. Living areas in 
these units range from 1,171 to 
1,228 square feet. 
Funded Tuwnhouses, two· 
bedroom Junior Grade (01·03); 
three· and four·bedroom Field 
Grade (04·05) are the newest in 
La Mesa Village. These multiple 
dwellings, built in 1969, consist 
of four to eight units per build· 
ing. All are two story. Living 
space ranges from 1,031 square 











baths to 1,406 square feet with 
four bedrooms and 21/z baths. As 
with the other Funded Tuwn-
houses, there are no carports, 
fireplaces or built-in dish-
washers. Only a few of them 
have large yards. 
All of the quarters in La Mesa 
Village are wired for llO·volt 
washing machines and 220-volt 
dryers. Commercial cable televi-
sion is available, but outdoor TV 
antennas are prohibited. 
Application for Navy housing 
must be accompanied by a copy 
of orders. Control date for place-
ment on the waiting list is based 
upon the dale of detachment 
from the previous duly station, 
provided advance application is 
made prior to detachment date 
and the date of detachment is 
confirmed within lO days of 
arrival in the area, or the date 
that you clear government quar-
ters, whichever is later. 
Mail the completed application 
(on page 49 of this booklet) and a 
copy of your orders to: Superin-
tendent (Code 43H), Naval Post-
graduate School, Monterey, 
California, 93943. 
Separate waiting lists are main-
tained by grade categories and 
family size but not for specific 
types of quarters (i.e., Capehart, 
Wherry or Funded). Separate 
waiting lists for two-, three-, and 
four-bedroom requirements are 
maintained within each of ll-te 
following categories: Senior 
Officer-Commander or Lieuten· 
ant Commander; Junior Officer-
Lieutenant and below, including 
all warrant officers. 
The minimum number of 
bedrooms lo be assigned, based 
upon famiJy size, will be: 
Couple 2 bedrooms 
Couple and 
I child 2 bedrooms 
Couple and 2 children, same 
sex under 10 2 bedrooms 
Couple and 2 children, both 
over 10 years 3 bedrooms 
Couple and 
3 children 3 bedrooms 
Couple and 4 or more 
children 4 bedrooms 
Forfeiture of BAQ and VHA for 
these quarters includes all utili-
ties except telephone. Kitchen 
ranges and refrigerators are 
provided. 
H you have any additional 
questions, contact Housing 
Director Greg Murphy al (408) 
646-2322 or (Aulovon) 878-2322. 
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Enlisted Housing 
Since 1965, the Navy has 
funded construction of 130 hous-
ing units at Fort Ord, the quota 
of enlisted quarters designated 
for Naval Postgraduate School 
personnel in the area. 
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TYPE "E" PUBLIC QUARTERS 
Enlisted personnel will be 
referred to the Fort Ord Housing 
Office after the Naval Postgradu-
ate School Housing Office pre· 
pares a Notice of Eligibility. The 
Fort Ord Housing Office will 
make the quarters assignment to 
comply with the agreement 
between the Army installation 
and the Postgraduate School. 
If a waiting list exists and you 
decline offered quarters suitable 
for your grade and family com-
position, your name will drop to 
the bottom of the waiting list. 
Private Housing 
If you opt for living in private 
housing, here are some tips. 
Housing prices on the Monte· 
rey Peninsula are high. Shop 
around. IL may be a good idea to 
take out a mail subscription of 
an area newspaper for several 
weeks. The classified advertise· 
ments can tell you a lot about the 
area and its housing prices. 
There are two daily papers in the 
area to serve you, the Monterey 
Herald and Salinas Californian. 
The Fort Ord Housing Referral 
Office conducts frequent surveys 
of rentals in the civilian commu· 
nities. Surveys show the commu· 
nities of Seaside, Marina and 
Salinas are, relatively, on the low 
side, while Monterey, Pacific 
Grove and Carmel are the most 
expensive. 
Before you begin to negotiate 
for private housing, you will be 
required to report to the Housing 
Referral Office located in Mar· 
tinez Hall at Fort Ord. The tele· 
phone numbers are (408) 
242-2668 or 242-6344; autovon 
929-6344. The office has a cur· 
rent listing of rental and sales 
opportunities that may be per· 
sonaUy reviewed. This informs· 
lion normally is not given out 
over the telephone or by 
correspondence. 
Before finalizing a lease agree· 
ment for housing in the local 
community, pass the lease docu· 
ment through the Postgraduate 
School Legal Office before you 
sign it. The lease should contain 
a so·called "military clause" or 
similar statement that provides 
for early termination under the 
Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief 
Act. Unless the lease has this 
statement, you are not protected 
against liability to a landlord for 
damages incurred if you have to 
break it. 
Household Goods 
The Personal Property Office 
at the Naval Postgraduate School 
handles household goods ship· 
ments to and from the Monterey 
area for all Defense Department 
personnel assigned to the Naval 
Postgraduate School or its tenant 
commands. 
When autovon (878-2151) is not 
available and urgent communica· 
lion concerning a shipment is 
necessary, the Household Goods 
Office will accept collect calls 
from a service member or spouse 
at (408) 646-2151. 
Delivery and unpacking serv· 
ices are generally available Mon· 
day through Friday. You are 
responsible for making delivery 
arrangements with the House· 
hold Goods Office, Building 221, 
East Wing, Herrmann Hall, 
Room E-107A. Hours are 0800· 
1500 weekdays. 
Please make certain your 
delivery address is correct and 
keep your appointment with the 
carrier. If the carrier tries to 
deliver on the date you select 
and you or your authorized 
representative are not present, 
you will be billed for the waiting 
time and redelivery costs. 
Inspect your goods immedi· 
ately upon delivery and report 
any damages to the Household 
Goods Office as soon as possible. 
Unless notification is made in 
writing within 70 days, the 
carrier will be liable only for 
damages to goods unpacked by 
the carrier. Delays in reporting 
damaged or missing goods may 
result in reductions in the 
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amount of your claim honored 
by the government. 
Military personnel on PCS 
orders have up to 90 days tempo· 
rary/in-transit storage at govern· 
ment expense. If you are unable 
to accept delivery within that 
period, contact the household 
goods officer for information 
concerning an extension of the 
storage period. 
Those assigned government 
quarters, family or bachelor. are 
eligible for non-temporary stor-
age at government expense of 
household goods unusable in 
assigned housing. BOQ and BEQ 
residents needing non-temporary 
storage are required to obtain a 
"statement of eligibility" from 
the housing officer. Check with 
the Household Goods Office for 
additional information. 
Schools 
The Monterey Peninsula Uni· 
fied School District offers an 
excellent school system which 
includes: 
Elementary - Kindergarten 
through Grade 5. 
Middle Scbool - Grades 6 
through 8. 
High School - Grades 9 
through 12. 
As part of the educational 
program at all schools, the dis· 
trict provides a compreheosive 
reading. language arts, and math 
program, including reading and 
library media teachers at each 
location; special science and 
music resource teachers at the 
elemeotary level; resource spe· 
cial isl teachers in language arts 
aod math at the secondary 
schools; special classes for handi· 
capped or learniog disabled 
students; classes for mentally 
gifted studeots; and alternative 
elemeotary programs available 
through application. 
The schools which La Mesa 
housing area students attend are: 
La Mesa Elemeotary School 
(649·1872), Walter Colton Middle 
School (649-1951), and Monterey 
High School (649·10041. The 
staffs of these schools are famil· 
iar with the problems of military 
dependents and help children 
adjust to the new school system. 
The state of California requires 
physical examinations for all 
grades. Proof of physical exami-
nation must be presented on the 
first day of school attendance. 1£ 
your child does not have proof of 
a physical examination from 
another school, arrangements 
can be made for an exam 
through the Army Medical Clinic 
at the Presidio of Monterey. 
Forms for the examination may 
be obtaioed at the school during 
the registration period prior to 
the start of school. 
All new students must present 
up-to-date DPT, polio, measles 
(rubella) and inumps 
immunizations. 
Parents have the opportunity to 
participate in the instruction of 
students through volunteer work 
as teacher aides, library assist· 
ants, office helpers and serving 
on school advisory committees. 
Contact the school's administra· 
live office for further 
information. 
For younger children, the NPS 
Preschool is available on the NPS 
grounds in Building 238. Services 
are for three·to·five·year-old 
children of all military and civil 
service employees of the NPS 
complex. For information, call 
646-2734. The Child Develop· 
ment Center is also located in 
Building 238 for children from 
four weeks to 10 years old. There 
is a waiting list for weekdays and 
reservations are required at all 
times. The center is open also on 
weekends. 
There is a preschool located at 
the Presidio for three and four· 
year·olds, and a pre-kindergarten 
class for those children who will 
attend kindergarten the next 
school year. For information, call 
378·8101. 
The Navy Nursery School 
Association is a non-profit, non· 
sectarian preschool for three·to· 
five·year·old dependents of 
students and faculty of the Naval 
Postgraduate School. The school 
is located at the NPS Annex on 
Airport Road in Monterey (three 
blocks east of the Monterey 
County Fairgrounds). The Nur· 
sery School also offers a six-week 
summer program called "Sum· 
mer Fun." CaH 375-7562 for 
more information. 
Health Care 
Health care for all active duty 
and retired personnel and their 
dependents is now being pro· 
vided through PRIMUS (Primary 
Care for the Uniformed Services) 
clinics. 
'IWo PRIMUS clinics have been 
established on the peninsula: one 
al the Presidio of Monterey, the 
other in Salinas. 
The clinics are open week 
days, 0700 until 2000, and from 
0700 until 1400 on weekends and 
holidays. Appointments are not 
required. 
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Physicians at the PRIMUS 
clinics will treat illnesses and 
injuries but not life-threatening 
emergencies. 
Military personnel may also 
report to sick call at the Presidio 
of Monterey from 0700-0900 or 
1230·1330, Monday through 
Friday. 
Further information may be 
obtained by calling the Navy 
Medical Administrative Unit al 
647-5664 or 647·5614115. 
Active duty personnel: Active 
duty personnel needing same day 
medical treatment should go on 
sick call, Monday through Fri· 
day, 0700-0900 or 1230-1330. 
Extreme emergencies will be 
attended to on a walk-in basis; 
however, walk-ins are screened 
and those not needing immediate 
attention will be directed to 
return for the next day's sick 
call. 
Emergency treatment after 
hours: Emergencies should be 
directed to Silas B. Hays Army 
Community Hospital if the 
PRIMUS clinics are closed. Call 
242-7631/32/33/2020 for more 
.information. 
Ambulance service: For Silas 
B. Hays Hospital, call 242-7631/ 
32(33/2020. NPS and tenant 
commands should call 646-2333. 
Civilians should call 9ll. Please 
not that unless approval is given 
in advance by Silas B. Hays 
Hospital or NPS, you may have 
lo pay the costs of using civilian 
ambulances, if it is deemed that 
use was not an emergency as 
defined by CHAMPUS or cogni· 
zant medical authority. 
Poison control: Emergency 
Room, Silas B. Hays Hospital; 
call 242-7631/32/33/2020. 
Regional Poison Control Center, 
San Francisco; call 1-800· 
622·9886 or (415) 666-2845. 
Immunizations: Shots are 
available Monday through Friday, 
1300·1500, except for yellow fever 
which is available at the POM 
Health Clinic only on Wednes-
days, 0700-0800, or al Silas B. 
Hays Hospital only on Tuesdays, 
1300·1400. Bring medical records 
and individual records of inocu· 
lations (Form PHS 731) with you. 
You must remain in the clinic 20 
minutes after receiving shots. 
MHitary physicals: Military 
physicals should be scheduled 60 
days in advance. Call 647-5614/ 
15164 to make appointments. 
Pharmacy: Prescriptions will 
be filled by either the PRIMUS 
clinic or Sials B. Hayes Army 
Hospital. 
X-ray and laboratory serv-
ices: X·ray and laboratory serv· 
ices are available through the 
PRIMUS clinics. 
Naval Medical Adminstra-
tive Unit: Military members 
must check in medical records 
with the Navy representative at 
the POM Health Clinic. Naval 
~edical Adminstrative Unit, a 
liaison unit of the Naval Medical 
Clinic located in San Francisco, 
is responsible for medical-records 
maintenance for Navy and 
Marine Corps personnel assigned 
to NPS. Times for check-in/ 
check-out are 0700-0800 and 
1300-1500 only. 
No records will be released for 
transfer without up-to-date inno· 
culation records. Those being 
transferred should provide the 
address of their next permanent 
duty station at time of check-out. 
Release of records to anyone 
other than the owner will be 
done only with the owner's 
written permission and proper 
identification of the person 
requesting release. This includes 
spouses. 
Health care consumer com-
mittee: This committee exists to 
foster communications between 
health care consumers and the 
provider, the POM Health Clinic. 
Direct comments or questions to 
your representative on the panel. 
Names of members and 
constituent-groups they represent 
may be obtained by calling the 
clinic or the Family Service 
Center. 
Dental Care 
The NPS Dental Clinic is 
located on the fourth floor or 
Herrmann Hall. All active duty 
personnel reporting to NPS or its 
tenant commands are required to 
check in their dental records and 
have a dental examination. The 
clinic hours are Monday through 
Friday, 0730-1615. Active duty 
sick call is conducted al 0730. 
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Appointments may be scheduled Monterey area, individual coun- Privately Owned retired military and their depen-
in person or by telephone at seling, and family counseling. dents by prior appointment at 
646-2477. For newcomers, the center has Vehicles, Parking and the office in Room 127, Her-
Dependent dental care; It is compiled lists of short- and long- Firearms rmann Hall. The telephone 
recommended that all depen- term housing available with Personnel assigned to Navy number is 646-2506. 
dents avail themselves of the information on schools, shop- commands on the Monterey Uniform Information Delta Dependent Dental Insur· ping, medical services, childcare Peninsula are required to register 
ance Plan, see your local PSD for services, telephone and utility their vehicles with the NPS base NPS staff personnel will wear 
enrollment. A handout of the hook-ups. police located on the second the appropriate uniform of the 
scope and availability of depen- Spouses seeking employment floor of Building 200. day during duty hours. AH stu-
dent dental care can be obtained will find lists of jobs available, as Office hours are Monday- dents wear civilian attire, except 
at the front desk of the dental well as help in developing job Friday, 0800 to 1515. Once you when checking in/out and on 
department. contacts through local business have registered your vehicle, you Uniform Days. Appropriate 
Emergency dental care: organizations and counseling on will receive a vehicle station civilian attire for male students 
Emergency treatment for all interviewing techniques. pass, providing that you have during class hours includes 
eligible beneficiaries is available Once you're here, the Family provided the following: a valid jackets and ties, or jackets and 
at any time. Emergency dental Service Center stays on the job, driver's license, valid vehicle turtleneck sweaters. Similar 
care includes control of excessive offering referral for marital registration, proper military or "business dress" guidelines 
bleeding, severe infection, treat- conflicts and other family prob· government agency identification apply to female students. 
ment for trauma to the teeth, lems, stress management coun- (ID card), and proof of insurance. 
jaws and associated facial struc· seling, counseling and referral for Your policy must provide these Scheduled Airlines lures, and treatment for the relief help in conquering problems amounts of coverage SlS,000/ 
of pain. Duty dental personnel with smoking, alcohol or drugs. 530,000 public liability and Ticket Office 
are on call and personnel experi- And, when it comes time to $5,000 for property damage. SATO is located in Room 124, 
encing emergencies after-hours move on, lbe Family Service Parking spaces at NPS are East Wing, Herrmann Hall. 
or on weekends are requesled lo Center will help, with "welcome identified by the color of the SATO provides a full range of 
contact the NPS Quarterdeck at aboard" packages from around curb or parking header. Brown airline ticketing and tour services 
646·2441. the world. Each new duty station colored spaces are open, yellow for unofficial travel. Official 
Family Service Center is just a "little bit different" and are short-term visitor spots, green travelers should make arrange-those "differences" can mean curbs are reserved as indicated ments with their military service 
There are many advantages to problems to the unwary and and require a permit, red is aff~iate. For information call, 
career military service, including unprepared. restricted (No Parking), and the 646-3355 or 646-3559. 
training, advancement, travel and The Family Service Center blue spaces are designated for 
retirement benefits that private merely formalizes a longstanding the disabled or handicapped. Banking Facilities industry is hard-pressed to Navy tradition, summed up by Unmarked and red spaces indi· 
match, but there are also the words, "the Navy takes care cate no parking at any time. At the Naval Postgraduate 
drawbacks. of its own:' All £i rearms are to be regis- School there are convenient 
Compared to civilians, military tered with the Security Office at banking facilities in the base· 
families rarely have a chance to Pets NPS. ment of Herrmann Hall. lnfor-put down roots. Frequent moves mation concerning their services, 
disrupt family life, rarely go Pets are allowed in the Navy hours of operation, and tele-
smoothly, and often cause real housing, as long as they are California Motor phone numbers is provided in 
hardship. registered with the La Mesa Vehicle Guidelines the yellow pages of Ibis book. Packing and storing household Housing Office and meet appro-
goods, finding quarters, getting priate licensing and vaccination While driving in California, Exchange and 
children enrolled in schools, and requirements. There is a Veteri· use your seat belts - and place 
finding employment for spouses nary Animal Hospital at Fort Ord children four years of age and Commissary Facilities 
are some of lhe factors that may which provides inoculations and younger in child restraint seals. The Navy Exchange has a 
cause anxiety for the career treatment of minor injuries to Buckling-up is mandatory under number of stores and services on 
officer or enlisted sailor. your animals. The facility does new state laws. station al the Naval Postgraduate. 
Tu help, Family Service Cen· not perform any operations. They Another state law recently School. Services range from dry 
tees provide information about are located in Building 3144, on enacted requires motorists to cleaning to a ~U-service gas 
the new duty station and the 9th Street and 5th Avenue. For maintain documentation of their station and garage. 
surrounding communities. They appointments or information, auto insurance in the car at all The Army/Air Force Exchange 
specialize in providing the call 242-4994. times. The information required System also bas a number of 
answers to anything and every- Fort Ord also has a Pet Care is the name of the insurance stores and services on station al 
thing the military family, single Center, Building 1065, which is company and your policy both Fort Ord and the Presidio of 
parents and individual service at the corner of 1st Avenue and number. Monterey. 
members need to know. 2nd Street. The Center special- A large commissary is located 
!Acated in Room 039 (the izes in pet grooming and carries Staff Judge Advocate at Fort Ord. lnformatioo con-basement), Herrmann Hall, the a wide variety of pet supplies. cerning locations and hours of 
NPS Family Service Center helps The Center's number is The legal office provides legal operation can be found in the 




II he Na'8\ Postgraduate School 
offers a unique and unmatched 
environment for its students. 
Officers are able to increase their 
technical skills and breadth of 
knowledge while developing 
specialties that are crucial to 
their services operational future. 
According to the Chief of Naval 
Operations: "We need officers 
with a solid intellectual capacity 
and the vision to capitalize on 
evolving technology and develop-
ments. Investment in graduate 
education must be pursued as a 
priority, even in the face of fiscal 
austerity and competing 
demands for junior officers." 
Founded in 1909, the Nava] 
Postgraduate School was estab· 
lished during a period of rapid 
technological innovation, espe· 
cially in fields such as steam 
engineering, aeronautics and 
radio telegraphy. 
From its original focus on 
marine engineering, taught to ten 
officers in two small attic class· 
rooms at Annapolis, the school 
has developed a rich tradition of 
excellence Tuday the school 
offers advanced programs that 
include topics such as aircraft 
combat survivability, composites, 
fiber optics, robotics. artificial 
intelligence, database systems, 
lightweight satellites, HSLA 
steels, and arctic studies. Its 
students come from all U.S. 
military services and 25 allied 
nations. 
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Research by NPS faculty and 
students often results in more 
efficient operations for the Navy 
and other services. Many NPS 
research initiatives are also at the 
forefront of innovative science 
and technology. 
The Naval Postgraduate School 
is fully accredited by the Western 
Association of Schools and Col· 
leges, with specific engineering 
curricula accredited by the 
Accreditation Board for Engineer· 
ing and Thchnology, Inc. 
Eighty percent of the Navy's 
graduate students study at Mon· 
terey, with the remainder 
enrolled in 50 civilian universi· 
ties in other parts of the U.S. At 
present, more than l, 700 officers 
of the U.S. Navy. Marine Corps. 
Army, Air Force and Coast 
Guard, as well as U.S. govern· 
ment civilians and officers from 
25 allied countries, are educated 
full-time at the Postgraduate 
School. Each year an additional 
1,500 students attend short 
courses offered by NPS and 
tenant commands such as the 
Defense Resources Management 
Education Center and Aviation 
Safety Programs. 
The Superintendent of the 
Naval Postgraduate School is a 
U.S. flag rank officer of the line. 
He is assisted by a Provost, who 
is the senior member of the 
civilian faculty, and two Navy 
captains who serve as directors, 
one of military operations, the 
other of programs. The Programs 
Office, a unique organization of 
the ll academic departments, 
four interdisciplinary groups and 
U curricular offices, administers 
academic programs and direct 
supporting functions. 
Senior naval officers staff the 
curricular offices. They are 
responsible for academic coun· 
seling and military supervision 
of officer students, and for defin· 
ing and updating educational 
requirements for courses. Work-
ing closely with the Curricular 
Officers are Academic Associates, 
civilian faculty members 
appointed by the Provost to 
provide academic counsel. 
The educational progams 
offered at NPS fall into several 
categories: 
a. Engineering and scientific 
studies leading to advanced or 
professional degrees, including 
PhD. 
b. Management education to 
the masters level. 
c. Graduate education in the 
field of naval intelligence leading 
to a master of arts degree. 
d. Professional education 
designed to build upon and 
broaden the base of an individ· 
uaJ's professional naval 
experience. 
Civilian faculty members chair 
the academic departments. Their 
primary functions are to provide 
quality classroom and laboratory 
instruction, supervise thesis 
work and foster research pro· 
grams. The eleven academic 
departments and four interdisc-




Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Computer Science 













Command Control and 
Communications 
Electronic Warfare 
Space Systems Operations and 
Engineering 
NPS operates year-round on a 
quarter system, wilh a two-week 
recess during the Christmas 
holidays and another two-week 
recess following the Spring quar-
ter !the end of June). Students 
have no major duties while in 
residence other than applying 
themselves to their studies. 
Most NPS military graduates 
receive assignments at the opera-
1 ional. staff or command level. 
Many alumni have made signifi-
cant contributions to their profes· 
sions and to science - Admiral 
Arleigh "31-knot" Burke, U.S. 
Grant Sharp, Jr. and Hyman 
Rickover, lo name a few. 
Fourteen graduates became 
astronauts, including Com-
mander Eugene A. Cernan, who 
circumnavigated the moon in 
Apollo 10, and Commander 
Edgar D. Mitchell, who walked 
on the moon as part of the 
Apollo 14 mission. 
Other naval and military com- ~ • ••• 
mands are based in Monterey. 
Some provide short courses for 
officers, others have research or 
operational missions. Here's a 





The Defense Resources Man· 
agement Education Center 
(DRMEC) was established in 
February 1966 by the Depart-
ment of Defense. The center 
conducts resident and on-site 
defense resources management 
courses for all military personnel 
io grades 0-4 and above and 
military-related civilians of equal 
grades. The Superintendent of 
the Naval Postgraduate School is 
the director of the Defense 
Resources Management Educa-
tion Center. 
grams. DRMEC is located in the 
West Wing of Herrmann Hall on 
the NPS campus. 
The center offers two types of 
courses. The four·week defense 
resources management course is 
attended by military/civilian 
participants, 04·06/GSll-15, who 
work in planning, programming, 
budgeting, systems analysis or 
resource-related activities of 
DOD components. The second 
program offered is international 
management education. Other 
courses include Senior lnterna· 
tionaJ Defense Management and 
International Defense Manage· 
ment. Military and civilian 
participants attend these courses 
from all services and countries. 
In addition to these resident 
programs. mobile education 
teams provide defense manage· 
meat assistance lo U.S. installa· 
lions and cooperating foreign 
countries. 
Since 1966, more than 10,000 
U.S. personnel and over 5,000 
foreign officials have participated 
in the resident and on·site pro· 
Aviation Safety 
Programs 
NPS Aviation Safety Programs 
provide education for Navy 
squadron safety officers and 
aviation safety officers. 
The five·week aviation safety 
officer course prepares squadron 
safety and aviation safety officers 
lo assist their commanding offi· 
cers in organizing and adminis· 
tering a mishap prevention 
program. 
The five-day aviation safety 
command course is designed to 
prepare squadron commanding 
officers, officers·in·charge. offi· 
cers screened for command, and 
staff safety officers of major 
aviation commands to take 
charge of an effective safety 
program. 
About 350 ASO and 300 ASC 
officers graduate annually. 
Defense Manpower 
Data Center 
The Defense Manpower Data 
Center (formerly called Man-
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power Research and Data Analy· 
sis Center) is a Defense Logistics 
Agency organization that became 
a Naval Postgraduate School 
tenant command in July 1974. 
DMDC's mission is to support 
studies, analyses and research by 
the Department of Defense 
(DOD). DMDC serves as a cen-
tral facility within DOD of man· 
power and personnel data 
collection. 
DMDC's primary user is the 
Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, but other users include 
the manpower research functions 
of the military services, the 
Office of Management and Bud· 
get, The Rand Corporation, and 
other government organizations. 
By using its central system of 
military, civilian, reserve and 
retiree data bases, DMDC bas 
the ability to provide analyses on 
the whole spectrum of DOD 
personnel. Located a few blocks 
from the Naval Postgraduate 
School campus, DMDC utilizes 
the school's computer facilities. 
Military liaison officers help NPS 
students studying manpower 
issues gain access to information 
stored at DMDC. 
Fleet Numerical 
Oceanography Center 
The Fleet Numerical Oceanog· 
raphy Center !FNOC) is the 
master computer center and 
controller of the Navy's world· 
wide Environmental Data Net· 
work. FNOC provides oceano-
graphic and meteorological 
products to both U.S. and allied 
operating forces. 
Oceanographic and meteorolog· 
ical observations gathered from 
satellites, ground, shipboard, and 
aircraft are transmitted to FNOC 
from around the world. They are 
checked, sorted and edited by 
computer analysis providing a 
"snapshot" of atmospheric and 
oceanic conditions al a given 
time. This "picture" produces a 
numerical forecast of environ· 
mental variables such as wind, 
temperature, pressure, moisture 
and sea conditions. These fore· 
casts provide fleet units with a 
four-dimensional (space and 
time) measure of the atmosphere 
and the ocean. 
Approximately 2,500 regional 
oceanographic and meteorologi· 
cal forecasts are transmitted daily 
on highspeed, computer links 
from the Naval Oceanography 
Command Centers (Guam; Pearl 
Harbor, Hawaii; Norfolk, Vir· 
ginia; Rota, Spain; and Suitland, 
Maryland) to the National Mili-
tary Command Center in the 
Pentagon, and to other major 
command centers around the 
world. 
For certain fleet applications, 
FNOC provides direct environ· 
mental support to the Navy. For 
example, FNOC's Optimum 
fuck Ship Routing programs aid 
the ship routers at the Naval 
Oceanography Command Cen-
ters at Norfolk and Pearl Harbor. 
FNOC technicians update these 
routes twice a day by analysing 
the latest ship position and 
course information. The opti· 
mum Path Aircraft Routing 
System provides a similar service 
for Navy, Marine and Coast 
Guard air crews worldwide. 
Utilizing weather and sea fore· 
casts, the crews are provided the 
most economical route, altitude 
and fuel management informa· 
tion. Additionally, many ocean 
acoustic products are prepared 
and tailored for direct transmis· 
sion to antisubmarine warfare 
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units throughout the world. 
FNOC occupies the Edwin T. 
Harding Building (Bldg. 700) and 
the Research and Administration 
Building (Bldg. 702), at the Naval 




The Naval Environmental 
Prediction Research Facility 
(NEPRF), a field activity of the 
Chief of Naval Research, is the 
Navy's leading center for 
weather analysis and prediction. 
Stressing both science and tac· 
tics, the facility's goals are to 
increase the fleet's knowledge of 
its environment, to improve the 
quality of weather prediction, 
and to assess the effects of atmo· 
spheric phenomena for naval 
communications, detection/track· 
ing and weapon systems. 
The facility was established at 
Monterey in 1971 to work with 
the Naval Postgraduate School 
and the nearby Fleet Numerical 
Oceanography Center. 
Interest of NBPRF ranges from 
small-scale, local weather to the 
complexities of regional forecast· 
ing and the problems of atmo· 
spheric analysis and prediction 
on a global scale. 
Another NEPRF priority is 
developing meteorological sup· 
port for the high technology 
weapons systems. Examples of 
current NEPRF research is this 
area include determining weather 
sensitivities for the strategic 
SLBM Trident submarine missile 
systems, LAMPS MK·lll ASW 
platforms, cruise missiles, and 
high energy laser weapons. 
The results of this research are 
published as handbooks or 
computer programs, and support 
fleet operations used by opera· 
tional forecasters, tactical plan· 
ners and naval commanders. 
Scientific papers and journal 
articles enhance knowledge in 
meterology and related environ· 
mental sciences. Among 
NEPRF's current areas of 
research are satellite data proc· 
essing and interpretation, com· 
puter forecast model develop-
ment, techniques for tropical 
storms analysis and prediction, 
and studies or environmental 
factors affecting electro-optical 
system performance. 
NEPRF is located at the NPS 





The Naval Oceanography 
Command Detachment (NOCDl 
is a field unit of the Naval 
Oceanography Command Facil· 
ity, located at Bay St. Louis, 
Missouri. NOCD's mission is to 
provide information and instruc· 
tion to geophysical naval officers 
and enlisted aerographers. 
NOCD conducts a number of 
courses at NPS and at other 
Naval Oceanographic Command 





The Personnel Support Activity 
Detachment (PSD), Monterey is 
located on the first floor, in the 
East Wing of Herrmann Hall. 
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The detachment is under the 
command of the Personnel Sup· 
port Activity, located in San 
Francisco. The officer in charge 
is under the sub-area coordina· 
lion of the Superintendent, Naval 
Postgraduate School. PSD main· 
tains pay and personnel records, 
and provides pay and personnel 
service to all Navy-sponsored 
travelers assigned to the Monte· 
rey Peninsula. 
Naval Security Group 
Detachment, 
Monterey 
Established in 1976, the Naval 
Security Group Detachment 
Monterey, is located at the Pre· 
sidio of Monterey. They provide 
support for approximately 350 
enlisted and 60 naval officers in 






A Naval Tulecommunication 
Center (NTCC) is located in 
Building 700 at the NPS Annex. 
Staffed by one officer and 24 
enlisted personnel, the center is 
manned 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. 
NTCC Monterey provides 
communication support for more 
than 22 Navy, Marine Corps, and 
Coast Guard activities ashore 
and afloat on the Monterey 
Peninsula. NTCC processes an 
average of 62,000 messages each 
month. 
NTCC Monterey is a compo· 
nent of Naval Communication 
Station Stockton, located in 
Stockton, California. 
Naval Reserve Center, 
Pacific Grove 
The Naval Reserve Center, 
Pacific Grove is located on 1352 
Lighthouse Avenue, in Pacific 
Grove. The primary mission of 
the seven active duty members is 
to train and supervise the four 
units assigned there. 
NRC is under the operational 
and administrative control of the 
Commander, Naval Reserve 
Readiness Command Region 
'IWenty, located in San Francisco. 
NRC supports approximately 105 
officers and enlisted Naval 
Reservists on the Monterey 
Peninsula and surrounding coun-
ties. A variety of units are 
assigned to NRC, including: ship 
repair, Weapons Station Concord 
Detachment, Naval Hospital 
Oakland and a Seabee Detach-
ment. Along with the operational 
and administrative commitments, 
NRC maintains a liaison with the 
Naval Postgraduate School and 




The Naval Postgraduate School 
also is home for a number of 
other commands. They include 
the Defense Investigative Service 
and the Naval Investigative 
Service (which provide services 
for the Naval Postgraduate 
School), Fort Ord, the Defense 
Language Institute/Presidio of 
Monterey, and other military 
installations in the area. 
The largest military installation 
in the area is Fort Ord, located 
six miles north of Monterey. Fort 
Ord is the home of the Seventh 
Infantry Division, the Command 
Developments Experimentation 
Command, Silas B. Hays Hospi· 
taJ and other Army units. 
Sprawling from the Monterey Bay 
shore to the Salinas Valley, Fort 
Ord covers some 28,000 acres of 
rolling plains and rugged hills 
and sand dunes. 
Adjacent to Fort Ord is 
Fritzche Army Airfield. Although 
the airfield is used mainly by 
helicopters, some army fixed 
wing aircraft also are localed 
there. 
Overlooking Fisherman's 
Wharf and Cannery Row in 
Monterey is the Presidio of 
Monterey. The Presidio is the 
home of the Defense Language 
Institute, where some 38 Ian· 
guages and dialects are taught to 
more than 3,500 residents stu-





II nown for its natural beauty, 
the Monterey Peninsula offers 
abundant recreational activities 
for the whole family. 
Annual events include: the 
AT&T Pro-Am Golf Tuurnament, 
California Rodeo in Salinas, 
California International Airshow, 
Laguna Seca Races, and t~e 
Garlic and Artichoke Festivals. 
Recreational facilities and 
activities ranging from sailing 
lessons to tours of U>s Angeles 
and Sao Francisco are available 
for military members and their 
dependents through the Naval 
Postgraduate School and Fort 
Ord recreational departments. 
Community Events 
The AT&T Pro-Am Golf Thur· 
nameot, formerly the Crosby 
Pro·Am, began in January 1987, 
on the famed Pebble Beach golf 
links. 
The AT&T Pro-Am G-Olf Thur· 
nament, like its predecessor, is 
one of the biggest local events of 
the year and is played on Pebble 
Beach, Cypress Point and Spy· 
glass golf courses. 
The winner of the Naval Post· 
graduate School's annual stroke· 
play golf tournament becomes an 
alternate in the AT&T Pro-Am 
and earns a chance to play as an 
amateur partner to a 
professional. 
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Aviation superstars, including 
the Blue Angels, headline the 
California International Airshow 
held in Salinas each Fall. Mili-
tary, antique and experimental 
aircraft also are displayed. The 
show is staged for charity under 
the auspices of the Monterey 
County Airshow Association, a 
non-profit group. 
Laguna Seca Raceway attracts 
some of the biggest names and 
upcoming stars in auto racing. 
They match their competitive 
driving skills on the 1.9-mile 
course each year, localed on 
Highway 68 between Salinas and 
Monterey. The racing begins in 
May for a seven-month season 
and includes motorcycle and 
historic auto racing. 
For those interested in music, 
the Monterey County Symphony 
Orchestra and the Monterey Bay 
Symphony Orchestra perform six 
concert series throughout the 
year. Sites for the concerts 
include the Naval Postgraduate 
School's King Hall, Carmel's 
Sunset Theatre and Sherwood 
Hall in the Salinas Community 
Center. 
Each May, NPS hosts a "Con· 
cert in the Park" on a Sunday 
afternoon. 
The public is invited to this 
free concert in front of Herr· 
mann Hall. People often enjoy a 
picnic lunch on the lawn prior lo 
the performance. 
NPS ·Recreation 
The Naval Postgraduate 
School's Recreation Department 
Office is located in Room 023A 
(basement) of Herrmann Hall. 
The following is a summary of 
recreation services available: 
(telephone numbers and hours 
are Listed in the yellow section of 
this book). 
Golf Course 
The 18-hole Navy Golf Course 
is localed in back of the Monte-
rey Fairgrounds. Active and 
retired military personnel, their 
dependents and guests are eligi-
ble lo use the course. Hours of 




ing weekdays, and 0630 to dusk 
during weekends. 
The golf course has a club-
house, snack bar, lounge, and 
shower rooms. There is also a 
Pro Shop which offers a variety 
of retail merchandise to meet a 
golfer's needs. 
A driving range is located 
adjacent to the pro Shop and has 
the same hours as the golf 
course. Range balls are available 
for patrons. 
The golf professional and his 
assistants give lessons on an 
appointment basis. Youth pro· 
grams and group lessons are also 
available. 
Basketball 
There is a regulation size court 
in.the gymnasium, located in 
room 239. Balls may be checked 
out of the Gear Issue Room. 
Hunting and Fishing 
Information on hunting and 
fishing in the Los Padres National 
Forest area may be obtained by 
calling the Fish and Game Com-




There are l2 courts of champi-
onship quality, two of which are 
located below the swimming 
pool, two forward of Herrmann 
Hall, four in La Mesa Village 
adjacent to the La Mesa School, 
two behind the housing office in 
La Mesa Village and two at the 
NPS Annex. The courts on cam-
pus require reservations. 
Swimming Pool 
The swimming pool is open 
from May through October. 
Operating hours are from 1200 to 
1800, Tuesday through Sunday. 
Dependents and bonafide guests 
may use the pool. 
Special Interest 
Groups 
The Recreation Department 
sponsors many special interest 
groups, including: 
La Mesa Junior Soccer 





Men's and Women's Golf 
Association 
Amateur Radio (MARS) 
Runners and Joggers 
Association 
Socko Softball Leagues 
Lacrosse Club 
Soccer Leagues 
Dependent Swim Program 
Flying Club 
Karate Club and Lessons 
NPS Computer Club 
Volleyball 
There is one court at the picnic 
grounds, one court behind the 
NPS swimming pool and one 
court next lo the Enlisted Mess. 
There is also one court in the 
gymnasium. 
Sailing 
The school owns four Shields 
Class sloops, one 22-foot Capris 
and two 22-foot Santanas. In 
order to use the boats, one must 
first be qualified as a cruising 
skipper. The NPS Recreation 
Department has regularly sched· 
uled training. The NPS Sailing 





Folders, maps of camping areas 
and lists of motels and entertain-
ment facilities are available at the 
Recreation Office. 
Softball 
'l\vo softball fields are available 
for softball or socko. One dia-
mond is located on Garden Drive 
across from Del Monte Lake and 
the other one is located al the 
Navy Golf Course in back of the 
Monterey County Fairgrounds. 
The use of the fields may be 
scheduled through the Sports 
Supervisor at 646-2497/3118. 
Tickets 
Seasonal discounts and tickets 
are available at the Recreation 
Office for such events as plays, 
Marineworld, Great America, 
Laguna Seca Races and other 
local events. 
Movies 
Fort Ord and the Defense 
Language Institute schedule 
movies during the week and on 
weekends. 
Gymnasium 
The gym, with three four-wall 
racquetball/handball courts, two 
squash courts, a basketball court 
and an exercise room, is located 
in Building 239. It is furnished 
with all the equipment necessary 
for any physical fitness or reduc· 
ing program. Hours are 0730-
2100, Monday through Friday; 
1000-1800, Saturday, and 1300· 
1800, Sunday. 
The Gear Issue Room has an 
extensive selection of athletic and 
camping equipment which may 
be checked out by eligible per· 
sonnet for a nominal fee. A 
complete list of available items 
and their cost may be obtained 
from the Issue Room, 0730·1630, 
Monday through Friday. 
Clubs and Messes 
The Naval Postgraduate School 
Officers and Faculty Club is 
among the finest in the Navy. 
Services are provided to all 
active duty officers of the armed 
forces, civilian students, faculty 
members and other specific 
groups. Visa and Masterchaige 
are accepted for evening food 
services. 
The Enlisted Mess is located in 
Criscuolo Hall. It is open to all 
active duty and retired personnel 
and their dependents. 
The Enlisted Mess Facility is 
located just inside the Del Monte 
Avenue gate. 
The Consolidated Package 
Store is located in Building 301. 
The hours of the Com.mis· 
sioned Officers and Faculty Club 
and the Enlisted Club are listed 
io the yellow section of this 
book. 
Picnic Grounds 
The picnic grounds are open 
from 0700-dusk daily. Reserva· 
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lions for use of the barbecue pits 
are required and can be made at 
the gymnasium Monday through 
Friday. Rules for use of the 
picnic area will be explained at 
the time the reservations are 
made. There is a fee for use of 
the picnic area. The grounds will 
accommodate a maximum of 200 
people. Special requests for 
parties lasting longer than dusk 
must be made in writing to the 
N6Rfl>lfNIS 
gymnasium . There is also a 
softball field available for week· 
end picnics. 
Recreation Facilities 
at Fort Ord 
Recreational facilities at Fort 
Ord complement NPS recrea· 
tional facilities very well. Tuurs 
and rental information are availa· 
ble at the Fort Ord Recreation 
Center located in Building 3109 
on 4th Avenue. The telephone 
number is 242-7322/3486. 
The International 
Community 
More than 290 international 
officers from over 25 nations are 
students at the Naval Postgradu· 
ate School. These officers and 
their families represent a wide 
range of backgrounds and cul· 
lures, and are a special asset for 
the school and the Monterey 
community. 'lb help meet their 
needs, a volunteer group of 
Americans from the military and 
civilian communities work with 
the school in several ways. For 
example, English classes for 
International wives, frequent 
social events for the lntemation· 
als and their families are 
arranged; sightseeing and sports 
expeditions are held regularly; 
and national crafts and cultures 
are exhibited on an annual Inter· 
national Day. 
Volunteer American families 
also act as sponsors for the 
International students and their 
families. Sponsors assist their 
International family in the diffi. 
cult first few days after arrival, 
help with special problems, and 
share American culture. Above 
all, they often form warm and 
rewarding friendships. Informa· 
tion about the International 
Committee or the sponsor pro· 
gram is available from the Inter-
national Education Office, 
646·2186. 
Wives' Clubs 
The Officer Students' Wives' 
Club jOSWC) is an organization 
for the spouse of any student 
attached to the Naval Postgradu· 
ate School. The club is composed 
of over 20 committees including 
Red Cross. Adobe 'lbur and La 
Mesa Fun Run Committees. The 
OSWC also has a long list of 
activity classes to choose from 
that are taught by OSWC mem· 
bers. Each month the OSWC 
holds a business meeting and a 
social function. There are two 
publications associated with the 
OSWC: The Classmate, an award· 
winning magazine and The Pink 
Flyer, a newsletter. These are 
distributed through the Student 
Mail Center each month. 
At the beginning of each aca· 
demic quarter the OSWC spon-
sors a Welcome Aboard Coffee to 
acquaint the new students and 
their spouses with the area. 
Spouses of new students are also 
contacted by the curricular 
representative, who acts as a 
liaison between incoming 
spouses and the various 
curricula. 
The Staff Wives Club of the 
Naval Postgraduate School was 
organized in 1947. The purpose 
of the club is to promote fellow· 
ship among the families of the 
Naval Postgraduate School and to 
provide designated services. 
Monthly meetings provide a 
wide variety of cultural, informa· 
tive and fun activities. They also 
provide a great opportunity for 
comradery and lasting friend· 
ships among the staff wives. 
Religious Services 
The Naval Postgraduate School 
provides worship services and 
activities for various 
demoninations. 
The Protestant Chapel is 
located in Herrmann Hall adja· 
cent to the main lobby. All per· 
sonnel, dependents and friends 
are invited to join in the worship 
services and to participat~ in the 
religious activities offered. Serv-
ices are conducted each Sunday 
at 9:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. in the 
chapel at NPS. Holy communion 
is offered the first Sunday of each 
month. Christian Education 
Classes for all ages are offered at 
C9:30 a.m. on Sunday with 
numerous Christian growth 
groups offered during the week. 
The Protestant Chaplain's 
office is on the first floor of 
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Herrmann Hall . The phone 
number 646-2241. 
The Catholic Chapel is located 
adjacent to the NPS Bookstore 
near the Main Exchange and the 
pool. The weekend Mass sched-
ule begins on Saturday with a 
5:15 p.m. Mass which satisfies 
the Sunday obligation. On Sun· 
day, Masses are celebrated at 
9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. Daily 
Mass begins at 12:15 p.m., Mon· 
day through Friday. Holy Day 
Masses are offered daily at 12:15 
and 5:15 p.m. 
The private rite of Reconcilia· 
tion !Confession) is scheduled 
before weekend Masses. Reli· 
gious education classes for all 
ages are offered during the 
Masses at other times throughout 
the week. 
The Catholic Chaplain's office 
is located in Herrmann Hall, 
Room 127 A. The telephone 
numer is 646·2242. 
The Jewish Chapel Program is 
conducted at nearby Fort Ord. 
The services are conducted at the 
4th Street Chapel. Information 
on times of services is available 
by calling 242-4873. 
Additional religious services 
and activities are also available to 




The YMCA of the Monterey 
Peninsula is located at the corner 
of Webster and El Estero Streets 
in Monterey. It is one of 26 
YMCAs around the world that 
emphasizes programs for the 
military. Programs range from 
fitness, family outings and activi· 
ties, volunteer leadership experi· 
ences in coaching and refereeing, 
to family-style dinners on Sunday 
afternoons tw1ce a month for 
both active duty and retired. 
Other activities include out-
door "challenge" events, com· 
munity service projects, special 
clubs and strategic games, fenc· 
ing, karate, road races, drama, 
international and cultural events, 
and involvement in community 
organizations. 
A special feature of the YMCA 
is a Visitor Information Center 
that provides year-round infor· 
mation to military and civilian 
visitors or new arrivals to 
Monterey. 
The YMCA of the Monterey 
Peninsula is partially funded by 
the United Way and Combined 
Federal Campaign. When fees 
are charged for YMCA programs, 
substantial discounts are offered 
to military personnel and their 
dependents. Call 373·4166 or 
372-7568 for more information. 
Educational Facilities 
Various educational opportuni· 
ties for higher education are 
available in the community for 
military members and their 
dependents who are seeking 
additional credits and degrees. 
Monterey Peninsula 
College 
Located on Fremont Street in 
Monterey, Monterey Peninsula 
College (MPC) is one of over 100 
accredited California Community 
Colleges which offer classes 
during the day, evenings, off· 
campus, weekends and on 
television. 
MPC is open to all high school 
graduates and to anyone over 18 
who may benefit from further 
education. The Associate in Arts 
degree or the Associate in Sci· 
ence degree can be earned after 
two years of full-time study. 
Students are able to transfer their 
college credits to a four-year 
institution for completion of 
advanced degrees. Also, many 
programs are offered in voca· 
tional fields such as nursing, data 
processing, electronics and office 
occupations. 
MPC's community services 
program offers renowned guest 
lecturers, music and theatrical 
groups, exhibits and demonstra· 
lions open to the public. Call 
646-4000 for more information. 
Chapman College 
Chapman College grants bach· 
elor's and master's degrees and 
public school teaching creden· 
tials. Most classes are held in the 
evening. 
Bachelor's degrees are offered 
in computer science, social 
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sciences (sociology, psychology, 
history, and government), health 
sciences (for physicians assist· 
ants, RNs and other allied health 
personnel), and multiple subjects 
(education). 
Master's degrees are offered in 
education, special education, 
career counseling, counseling 
psychology, marriage, family and 
child counseling, and human 
resource management and 
development. 




A branch of Golden Gate 
University offers evening classes 
at York School (off Salinas High· 
way). The branch offers a bache· 
lor's of Science/ Arts in Account· 
ing, Human Relations, 
Management and Public Admin· 
istralion. A master's of Arts/Sci· 
ence is also offered in Business 
Administration (M.B.A.), 
Finance, Financial Planning, 
Health Services Management, 
Human Resource Management, 
Marketing, Public Administra· I 
tion and Tuxation. Five under· 
graduate and three graduate I 
degrees are offered in various 
fields of administration and 
management. For more inform\ 
tion, call 373-4176. 
Monterey Institute o
1 International Studiel 
Established in 1955 to teach 
foreign languages and culture, 
Monterey Institute has evolved 
into an independent, upper 
division and graduate school. j 
degrees are accredited by the 
Western Association of School 
and Colleges. 
MllS has four academic div 
sions: international management 
international policy studies, 
language studies, and translatior 
and interpretation. In addition, 
masters programs are available 
for students interested in careers 
as language teachers. The insti· 
tute also offers an eight week 
summer intensive language 
program. For further informa· 
lion, call 647-4123. 
The Monterey Peninsula 
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II he Monterey Peninsula rests 
at the edge of the Monterey Bay, 
and features some of the most 
beautiful landscape in California, 
if not the U.S. Author Robert 
L<>uis Stevenson, who lived on 
the peninsula for a short time, 
was so impressed with its beauty 
be used the locale as a setting for 
his novel, 'ITeasure Island. 
Monterey was also the setting 
for much of the slate's history 
and development. First sighted in 
1542 by the Portuguese explorer 
Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, Monte-
rey Bay remained unexplored for 
nearly two centuries. Interest in 
the California Coast increased, 
however, when Spain needed a 
harbor for the Spanish ships 
returning trade from Manila. 
The next European to arrive in 
the area was Sebastian Vizcaino 
in 1603. Vizcaino named the Bay 
Monterey after the Viceroy of 
New Spain. Jn his description to 
the King of Spain, Vizcaino said, 
" . . . (It is) the best port that 
could be desired, for besides 
being sheltered from all winds it 
has many pines for masts and 
yards, and live oaks and water in 




Pacific Improvement Company 
hired Samuel Morse as a new 
manager for the hotel. Morse, 
grand nephew of the inventor of 
the telegraph, was given fuU 
responsibility for liquidating the 
Pacific Improvement Company's 
other holdings. Eventually, 
Morse saw the possibility to 
revive the hotel's prosperity. 
Along with associates, he bought 
Pacific Improvement Company's 
holdings on the peninsula, 
including the hotel. A lively 
orchestra played past the mid· 
night curfew as before, as Morse 
sought to broaden the Del Mon· 
te's appeal. 
On October 29, 1924, disaster 
struck again, with another fire 
breaking out in the early hours 
of the morning. Fortunately, the 
late-hour dancing paid off 
because an orchestra member 
smelled smoke at about 3:30 in 
the morning. In order to contain 
the fire, firemen dynamited the 
ballroom from the floor below 
and thus saved the two hotel 
wings. Again, no one was killed. 
Reconstruction was not as fast 
this time, and the hotel was 
completed in 1926. At a cost of 
over two million dollars, the 
hotel was as lavish as ever. The 
hotel felJ on hard times during 
the Depression and the Second 
World War proved to be too 
much for the hotel to survive. 
The management decided to sell 
out and offered the hotel and its 
grounds to the Army and Navy. 
The Navy leased the hotel in 
early 1943 with an option to buy, 
and set up a preflight training 
center. The ballroom which 
previously accommodated 600 
guests at dinner now seated over 
1,200 flight officer candidates. 
After the war, the Navy negoli· 
ated with the Del Monte Proper· 
ties Company to buy the hotel 
and other plots of land on the 
peninsula (some 627 acres) for 
$2.5 million. By Ibis time the 
Naval Academy no longer had 
the room needed for the Post· 
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graduate School. In 1951, the 
school moved west to Monterey. 
The Naval Postgraduate School 
has expanded through the years, 
and is a major educational insti· 
tution serving all the branches of 
the military, federal employees 




Tuday, Monterey County 
embraces almost two million 
acres of mostly mountainous 
terrain extending 100 miles along 
the Pacific coast. Salinas is the 
county seat. 
Climatically, lhe Monterey 
Peninsula resembles other areas 
of the central California coast, 
without extremes of heat or cold 
and moderately low yearly rain· 
fall. The sun shines most of the 
year. There are two seasonsQthe 
dry summer season extending 
from May to October, and the 
wet season from November to 
April. Weather changes are 
infrequent from day lo day and 
week to week. 
Tbe Peninsula is an ideal 
playland, with forests, beaches, 
arks, golf courses and the 
earby ocean. Nearly a million 
eople visit the county's two 
state parks, Big Sur and Point 
Lobos. Countless others sun on 
the beaches, play golf or tennis, 
fish, hunt, camp or take scenic 
excursions. Recently, the Penin-
sula added the largest aquarium 
in the nation to its attractions. 
Numerous special events are 
held each year. There are salmon 
derbies, yatch races, dog shows, 
parades, art and crafts exhibits, 
car races, rodeos, and antique 
car shows. The AT&T Pro-Am 
Golf Tuurnament is held here 
annually, as are the Salinas 
Valley Fair al King City in May, 
the Monterey County Fair in 
August, and the Monterey Jazz 
Festival in September. 
Monterey 
Monterey is a appropriate 
home for the Naval Postgraduate 
School, a place with a long love 
affair with the sea. Much of this 
heritage can be relived along 
Fisherman's Wharf and Cannery 
Row, where the fishing canneries 
once boomed. Only the hulls of 
the buildings remain, and are 
now occupied by restaurants and 
exotic shops. Monterey's heritage 
is also preserved in the many 
adobe houses and other buildings 
that played a significant role in 
history. The old Customs House 
stands near the wharf, where 
Commodore John Drake Sloat 
raised the United States flag over 
Monterey in 1846. Colton Hall 
played an even greater part in 
California's history in 1849 when 
the first State Constitutional 
Convention was held there. The 
Mission San Carlos Borromeo 
was founded by Father Junipero 
Serra in 1770. 
The Stevenson House is also 
one of the more notable build· 
ings in Monterey, where author 
Robert Louis Stevenson came 
6,000 miles from Scotland to be 
with his fiancee, Fanny 
Osbourne. 
A whaling station, California's 
first theater, and many other 
buildings also offer a delightful 
travel to the past. The new and 
exciting Monterey Bay Aquarium 
opened its doors in 1984 with the 
slogan, ''The Fish Are Back:' 
Virtually an instant success, the 
aquarium shattered all annual 
attendance records within ten 
months. The exhibits focus on 
the plants and animals of the 
Monterey Bay, offering its visitors 
a beautiful and unique perspec-
tive of the nearby undersea 
world. 
Pacific Grove 
Pacific Grove was founded in 
1875 by California Methodists, 
who established the community 
as a religious retreat center. The 
city is best known for the mil· 
lions of Monarch butterflies that 
migrate there each winter, giving 
the town its unofficial title "But· 
terfly Tuwn U.S.A:' Each year 
the butterflies migrate from 
Canada and the state of Washing· 
ton to a favorite tree in Pacific 
Grove. Even naturalists are mys-
tified by this annual migration 
for, although it is the butterflies' 
first trip, they head unerringly 
for the same trees each year. 
They arrive in late October and 
leave in March. A few strays 
hang around all year long. The 
penalty for disturbing the butter-
flies is $500. 
Pacific Grove is a residential, 
incorporated community of some 
17,995 people and occupies the 
sandy slope between Point Pinos 
and New Monterey. The pineclad 
heights of its southern boundary 
offer a striking contrast to the 
wide, white dunes on the west 
and the dark, rugged shoreline of 
the north, challenging the long 
surge of the Pacific. 
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A half mile from the center of 
town is an 18-bole golf course 
and a protected beach with 
secluded bathing coves and 
picnic grounds. Pacific Grove's 
municipal flower beds along the 
water's edge are world famous. 
Scientists come from all over the 
world to study the marine life off 
the Pacific Grove beaches. The 
Hopkins Marine Laboratories of 
Stanford University are here, as 
well as the Hopkins Marine Life 
Refuge, a two-mile mile stretch of 
beach extending out to a depth of 
60 feet. 
The Pacific Grove Museum of 
Natural History contains unusual 
and interesting exhibits of butter-
flies, marine and bird life, plants, 
shells, Indian artifacts and histor-
ical presentations. It is open 
every day but Monday with no 
admission charge. 
Seventeen Mile Drive 
The Del Monte Forest is a 
private community known the 
world over its natural scenic 
beauty. It bas been attracting 
vistors since the 1890s when as 
many as 50 tallyhos (four-in-
borse-drawn coaches) made three 
daily sightseeing excursions 
carrying guests 17 miles round 
trip from the original Hotel Del 
Monte in Monterey. 
You can drive here through 
pine forests and groves of Monte· 
rey cypress and along a coastline 
of singular beauty. You will 
usually see wildlife such as deer 
on the golf courses, and the sea 
lions, seals, and otters in the 
water and on rocks offshore. You 
can enjoy golf at one of the 
several outstanding courses, or 
ride over 34 miles of beautiful 
bridle paths, or compete in 
major equestrian events. As a 
spectator you can watch polo and 
rugby matches, championship 
tennis, the AT&T National Pro· 
j 
Am Golf Tuunament, or any of 
the other tournaments, trials, and 
other sports events held here 
each year. The Lodge at Pebble 
Beach, separated from Carmel 
Bay by the 18th fairway of the 
famous Pebble Beach Golf Links, 
has a reputation among sophisti-
cated travelers that is unequaled 
by any other resort. 
Carmel Valley 
Carmel Valley extends from the 
mouth of the Carmel River to the 
Jamesburg area 26 miles east. 
Post offices are located in Carmel 
Valley Village and the Mid-Valley 
Shopping Center. The population 
is 7,500. In the Valley are several 
good resorts and numerous 
tennis courts. The sun shines a 
little more often in Carmel Valley 
than the rest of the Peninsula, 
and it's usually a few degrees 
warmer there. Carmel Valley 
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Village and three other shopping 
centers have restaurants, art 
galleries, intriguing shops and 
general retail services. 
Carmel-By-The-Sea 
Less than 10 minutes south 
from the Naval Postgraduate 
School, Carmel·By·The·Sea lies 
on the oak and pine covered 
sand dunes of Carmel Bay, with 
perfect white sand beaches edged 
by picturesque cypress trees. 
Carmel's beauti£ul beach is city 
owned for its entire length and is 
accessible to visitors and resi-
dents alike. Although treacherous 
tides make swimming dangerous, 
the beach is excellent for sun· 
bathing and picnicking. 
Carmel is known for its charm· 
ing shops. Most of these shops 
are small and specialize in one 
type of merchandise, from can· 
dies and brassware to imported 
foods and golfing apparel. Within 
the business district are many 
secluded shopping courts of great 
charm and character. 
Carmel also has a large com· 
munity of artists and craftsmen 
whose works can be seen in the 
art galleries and studios of the 
village. 
There are two little theaters 
and two cinemas. The commu· 
nity supports many excellent 
musical events, including con-
certs by a local orchestra and the 
annual Carmel Bach Festival 
held in July at the Sunset Center. 
Outdoor music, dance and theat-
rical performances are held at 
Forest Theater, and there is an 
annual series of dance programs 
at the Sunset Center. 
Excellent restaurants serve a 
variety of food, from French 
haute cuisine to Oriental fare. 
There are many hotels and 
motels available, both close to 
and along the coast. If possible, 
reservations should be made in 
advance. 
Salinas Valley 
The lush, fertile checkerboard 
of farms in the Salinas Valley 
form one of the most productive 
agricultural areas in the U.S. In 
fact, the valley's agricultural 
industry is the leading contribu-
tor to Monterey County's econ· 
omy. Annually, Monterey County 
pulls in S658 million from farm· 
ing, supplying the country with 
fresh lettuce, artichokes, garlic, 
chili peppers, and a host of other 
farm products and livestock. 
Salinas, with a population of over 
82,000 and located 17 miles from 
Monterey, is the county seat and 
bub of lhe valley's activity. With 
light industry and the military 
supplying a wider economic 
base, Salinas is a city with a 
variety of lifestyles. Just north of 
the city limits is a large modern 
shopping center. Housing costs 
often run less in the valley, 
making Salinas a definite option 
to consider. 
Other cities in the valley 
include King City, Prunedale and 
Soledad, all of which offer a 
different view of life on the 
peninsula. 
One thing you won't want to 
miss is the Salinas California 
Rodeo in July, a nationally 
known roundup. 
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Seaside and Marina 
Seaside, the largest city on the 
Monterey Peninsula, is located in 
the sunshine belt on the coast, 
bordering Monterey to the north. 
Primarily a residential and retail 
business community, Seaside 
offers a variety of homes and 
homesites with panoramic views 
of Monterey Bay. 
In recent years, Seaside has 
grown dramatically through 
redevelopment projects and 
commercial and private develop-
ment. The population is 36,291, 
including part of the residential 
area of Fort Ord incorporated 
within Seaside's city limits. The 
newly-constructed Monterey 
Peninsula Auto Center, located in 
Seaside, provides complete auto 
sales and service. The majority 
of auto dealers have moved into 
this complex. The California 
Department of Motor Vehicles is 
adjacent to the new modern 
Seaside City Hall. 
Marina, with a population of 
22,865, is located just north of 
Seaside and Fort Ord. Primarily 
a residential community, the city 
offers a good variety of moderate-
priced housing. There is a beach 




Enjoy BREAKFAST, LUNCH or DINNER at Bumbleberry's 
"DAILY SPECIALS" 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
FRUIT SALAD BAR 
10% Discount with Military l.D. 
M-F Only 
2329 N. Fremont Blvd. 
Monterey 
Northrldge Mall, Salinas 
C!C • IEJ 
Expires 7-1-89 
ror~business travel needs. •• 
See American Express 
Travel Service 
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1n vitt airll M, hoctl. cu rental 
• All transportation rutrvalions 
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~h.,.~) billing 
• Itinerary plannina • Sale, encasb1114'nt . rtfund or 
• Aftl4'rican £xpl'US"Corporatt American Exprtss .. Travtltl'$ 
and Personal Card Krvkts Cheques 
American Express Business Travel Serv1ce-,,.e 're professionals serving 
profcss10nals Let us service yoor business travel needs. 
No Quarters? ... Need a Place to Live? ... Contact: 
MANGOLD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
Housing available in all sizes, prices and areas. 
584 Polk Street, Monterey, California (408) 372-1338 
If you want to 
• A full-service beachfront hotel 
• Complete mttring and banquet facdirics/ group races availal 
wake up and have the 
ocean at your feet 
• Spttial Military Rate 
• Convenient for all Monterey Peninsula amacnons 
MONTEREY BEACH HOTEL 
1-800-242-8627 406-394-3321 
tv1()NTEREY BEJ\CH HOTEL Ch11m11 Hotels end Resons - "Right where you want us ro oe. • 
AIRLINE RESERVATION TICKETS Ir TOURS 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Fleming Hall , Bldg. 301 
646-3357 
PRO~:i:15NAL THE MONTEREY ACADEMY OF HAIR DESIGN 
BEAUTY SUPPLIES COSMETOLOGY • COSMETICIAN • MANICURING • TEACHER TRAINING 
Complete a .. uly Service •t Reduced Prices 
LEARN THE ART PRINCIPLES UTILIZED IN THE NEW AGE OF HAIR DESIGN/DRAWING/SCULPTURED TECHNIOUE 
NATIONAll Y ACCREDITED 5 APPROVED FOR VETERANS 6.1. BENEFITS FEDERAL GRANTS 5 LOANS AVAILABLE TO ELIGIBLE STUD EN 
FOREIGN VISA STUDENT ACCEPTED • TEACHER a REFRESHER COURSES • AGE IS 110 BARRIER • "STUOEllT WORK Diil r 
IN PACIFIC GROVE - 1138 FOREST AVENUE - 649-0482 
• FOLDOUT INSTALLATION MAP 
I Monte Center Welcomes You 
u're new in the Monterey Bay Area! We.'re happy to 
elcome you, and here's a great way to get acquainted 
·th your new home- come visit some of the 90 stores 
d restaurants here at the Del Monte Center. We're 
nveniently close and offer you fashion, fun and fine 
ning in a beautiful garden setting. You can shop our 
II-service department stores, Macy's and Mervyn's, 
Call 373-2705 for your free Military Gift Packet. 
We're open 10 am to 9 pm Monday through Friday, 
Saturday 10 am to 7 pm (Macy's & Mervyn's till 9 pm}, 
Sunday 11 am to 5 pm (Macy's & Mervyn's till 6 pm). 
You'll find plenty of free parking. Located on Munras 
Avenue between Monterey and Carmel. Exit Soledad 
from Highway 1. 
d enjoy the huge selection at Thrifty Orug.s 
d our Lucky grocery store. We. can help 
u settle in by providing household 
mishing.s, fabric, sporting goods, 
othes, shoes, books, appliances, 
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EAGLE RENT-A-CAR Local - Friendly - Economi~ 
• Military Discount 
• Courtesy Pick-Up Service 
• Close to Naval Post-Graduate School (408) 646-177 
2040 DEL MONTE AVENUE MONTEREY 
CHAPMAN COLLEGE BACHELOR DEGREES MASTER DEGREES 
SCHOOL CREDENTIALS 
FORT ORD CAMP 
Bldg. 1714, 3rd S 
899-4164 THE MONTEREY PENINSULA MONTEREY CAMP 
532 Abrego St. 
373-0945 DONALD R. ROY, DIRECTOR Start or Complete your Education while you are here. 
-
-
A New Inn 
Monterey's Historic 
Cannery Row 
443 Wave Street 
Monterey, California 93940 
Join Us • • • we rate higher than 
the banks and S &.. Ls on insured 
savings, investment certificates, Money 
Market Accounts and IRAs ... our 
checking accounts feature ATM access 
... our loan rates and terms are the 
best around (including PRIMELINE-
personal line of credit up to $30,000) 
... we're either down the stairs or 
around the corner with our 5 offices. 
800 .. 248-8442 
408 .. 372 .. 1800 





Naval Postgraduate School 
Franklin at Figueroa • 2600 Garden Road 
Presidio of Monterey • Fountain Ave., P.G 
1HE TASTEMAKER A "more than-equal-opportunity" lender 




CANCER CAN BE BEAT 
COLUMBUS PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT 
"Our Attention To Detail Sets Vs Apart" 
544 Lighthouse 
Monterey, CA 93940 
•HOMES 
<e APARTMENTS 
e RENTALS & SALES 
• SERVING MONTEREY & SALINAS 
Office Hours: 8:30 • 5:00 M-F 
(408) 646-1070 
ind out how much 
ome yo11r rent 
oney ca11 buy. 
We think you'll be pleasantly sur-
prised. Because at our CENTURY 21® 
office we can show yo~ 
your rent money and ~ 
payment into a home q 
We know how to dq 
CENTURY 21 system 
families into their first 
other real estate sales c 
know how to make ho1 
to first-time buyers. H• 
down payment. And kt 
payments within your l 
Put Nm 
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To find out more, give us a call 
today. We'll show you how to turn 
0\76£6 'llNliO:H1'10 'A3 li31NOW 
Oli31S3 13 ONIW'IO OSS 
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2 ART - AUTOMOBILE 
ART GOODS 
TAI-CHEM LIQUID EMBROIDERY 
152 Ora Coast MARINA ........................... 384-8458 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
AUTOMOBILE PARTS & SUPPLIES 
PRECISION AUTO PARTS 
435 Washington MONTEREY ............... •. ..... 373-7781 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
tri-chem liquid embroidery 
• A Hobby For The Whole Family 
• Fashion Painting Is Fun 
..._;:;;::fia;~ •Free Classes· Free Gifts 
Call Joanie 384-8458 for details 
Need A Mechanic You Can Talk To? 
MONTEREY 
IMPORT MOTORS 1Nc. 
We Specialize In Repair Of 
Honda-Datsun-Toyota-Acura-Hyundai 
Certified By NIASE 
95 Central, 
Pacific Grove 
AUTOMOBILE RENTING & LEASING 
EAGLE RENT-A-CAR 
• MARCOA Puohsnlng. Inc •989 
2040 Delmonte Av MONTEREY .................... 646-17n 
(See our Ad - Map Section) 
MONTEREY IMPORT LEASING 
95 Central PACIFIC GROVE ....................... 646-0473 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING & SERVICE 
BARAY HAATZEL AUTOMOTIVE 
510 California Av SAND CITY ......•.•............. 394-6002 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
GERMAN MOTOAWEAKS 
95 Central Av MONTEREY ................... , ....• 372-6~ 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
MONTEREY IMPORT MOTORS INC 
95 Central Av PACIFIC GROVE .................... 646-9692 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
An lndependant Service 
Specializing In 
Porsche • BMW • Volkswagen • Audi 
Mercedes Benz 
95 Central Ave 
Pacific Grove, CA 93950 
(Next to Bob's Big Boy) 
• Military Discount 
372-8836 
649-0445 
Attention new Saab and Volvo owners ..• 
You have a choice! 
The Magnuson Antitrust Act 
banning restriction of trade 
assures you that you may have 
BARRY HARTZEL 
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES 
Committed to Service Excellence 
maintenance services 
performed by any qualified 
automotive repair establish-
510 Csllfornia Ave., Sand City 
Fuel ln1ect1on Systems 
Maintenance • High Performance 
Electrical Systems 
ment, without fear of voiding 
your warranty. See your 
owner's manual for details. 
(408) 394-6002 
Monday-Friday 8 am-5:30 pm 
VISAsMC 
, MARCO.A Pubh>h•ng Inc • 19811 
MONTf!lff IMPOIT LtRSING 
Do You Need A Clean Import 
Car For One Month Or More? 
• Includes AJ SeMce & Repw <Ch?~ 
• Small Deposit _ -






KINGDOM COME BOOKS & GIFTS'---------
B1bles • Books • Gilts 
Cards • Music • Jewelry 
"Visit Our Children's Corner" "Mouth of the Carmel Valley" 
Open Mon ·Sat. 9:30 A.M to 5:30 PM. 
26386 Carmel Rancho Lane, CARMEL 624·1290 
ANKS 
COAST SAVINGS ANO LOAN 
900 Sloat Av MONTEREY ........................ . . 373-2612 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
MONTEREY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
(See our Ad - Map Section for more information) 
EAUTY SALONS 
HAIR PROFESSIONALS 
SO Bonifacio Plz MONTEREY ..................... . 64&8084 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
BICYCLES 
JOSEL YN'S BICYCLES 
638 Lighthouse Av MONTEREY .................... 649-8520 
(See our Ad - this class1f1cation) 
BOOK DEALERS - RETAIL 
KINGDOM COME BOOKS & GIFTS 
26386 Carmel Rancho Ln CARMEL ................. 624-1290 
(See our Ad - this classiflcahon) 
MONTEREY BIBLE BOOK STORE 
487 Alvarado St MONTEREY .................. . . . . . 375-6487 
(See our Ad - this classificat ion) 
MONTEREY BIBLE BOOK STORE 
tcx Bibles • Books and Supplies Gilts • Music • Cards Mon -Sat 10 to 5 30 
The Alkins Family 
487 Alvarado St. (Downtown), MONTEREY 375-6487 
JOSELYN'S BICYCLES 
~ 
Sales ... Service ... Rentals 
Family Trade Since 1870 
"Repairs in By Noon, Out The Same Day" 
Complete SJc1tebOlrd Shop 
638 Lighthouse Ave. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 649-8520 
Pete & Jodi Joselyn 
"Military Discount On Cash" 
F'SLK 
........ 
AUTOMOBILE - BUS 3 
Where you save isn't important. 
Unless you're interested in safety. 
~COAST 
SAVINGS 
- MO'\llt REY ')A\ "V ) 
v'M )l\j 
Oak Grove Office 
900 Sloat Avenue · Monterey, CA 93940-3695 
(408) 373-2612 · Rita Moffill, Branch Manager 
BUS LINES 
THE BUS 
One Ryan Ranch Ad DEL REY OAKES ............. 899-2558 
(See our Ad - this classi fication) 
PA Of E SSIO NA lS 
exclusively 
for those who care 
50 Bonifacio Pl. 
Downtown Monterey 
646-8084 













• CARMEL VALLEY 
• CASTROVILLE 
Transit Information: 
From Monterey .. . ............... 899-2555 
From Salinas ..... . .............. 424-7695 
Administration Offices ........... 899-2558 
Monterey-Salinas Transit 
One Ryan Ranch Road 
Monterey, California 93940 
4 CARPETS - GOLF 
y ' BROADWA 
CA RPETS 
rom Broadway ... "If You're Not Buying F 
You're Paying ~ oo Much" 
Largest Inventory on the Entire Peninsula 
TSERVICE • FAST, EFFICIEN 
• MILITARY DI SCOUNTS 
CARPETIN G 
• Armstrong • Philadelphia • Bigelow • Curistan 
• M ohawk • Alexander Smit h • Lee • And More 















1049 Broadway Avenue 
ln Beautiful Seaside 
CARPETS & RUGS • DEALERS • NEW 
BROADWAY CARPETS 
1049 Broadway Av SEASIDE . •. . . 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
. ... . . . . ...... . . .. 394-6831 
WEBUY&SELL 
• CHILDREN'S CLO llifNG 
• CHLLDREN'S FURNITURE 
• S"IB.O LLERS, TOYS. ETC. 
2 18 Reservation Road 
Marina, CA 93933 
KID j 'S STUFF TOO! 
Donna S:abo 
.38+2895 
RESBYTERIAN FIRST P 
CHURC H OF MONTEREY 
CONTEMPORARY SERVICE • SAM 
TRAOITIONAL SERVICT • 1 lA~ 
NURSERY PROVIOEO AT BOTH 
SUNDl\V SCHOOL • 9 10 45AM 
ADUL i SCHOOL • 10 10 45AM 
SUMMER WORSHIP• 10AM 
501 EL OORAOO STREET 
MINISTERS• JAY BARTOW 
ANO JEFFREY GAINES 
373 -3 031 
l CHURCH ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPA 
Tradittonal Worship • Evan gehcal Teaching 
ship Apostolic Fellow 
Sunday Services: 8 a .m., 9 
A Walk Away fro 
Mn Thoma Dr. I Jo..tyn C.nyon Rd., M 




• MARCOA Publlsh1n9 , Inc 1989 
St. Timothy Lutheran Church - ELCA 
Monterey 
The Rev. Robert E. Grochau, Pastor 
375-2042 
~Gt; I ($) I ·4'~£~ 
Wo11hip 10:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:15 a.m. • Child Care Provided 
52 Soledad Drive (Exit Hwy. I) e Jlh Blocks West of Munra• 
HIGHLAND CLEANERS 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
IN LA MF.SA Vll.LAGE 
Uniforms - F onnal Wear · Household Items 
1201 La Salle Ave., Se.•ide 394-1457 
CHILDRENS & INFANTS WEAR· RETAIL 
KID'S STUFF TOO! 
218 Reservation Rd MARINA .. .. ................... 384-2895 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
CHURCHES 
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF MONTEREY 
501 El Dorado MONTEREY ........... . . . .......... 373-3031 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
A walk away from NPS MONTEREY ................ 375-4463 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
ST. TIMOTHY LUTHERAN CHURCH 
52 Soledad Dr MONTEREY ... •.. ........ . ......... 375-2042 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
CLEANERS ~ 
HIGHLAND CLEANERS 
1201 la Salle Av SEASIDE .. . . . . . ....... ... .. . ..... 394-1457 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
CLOTHING 
HIGH TIDE 
3648 The Barnyard CARMEL ... . ..... . . .... .. • .... 624-1505 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE & SERVICE 
I 
~ 
MONTEREY COMPUTER CONSUL TING 
149 Bonifacio Pl MONTEREY .... . .. .. .. .. . ... . ... . 646-1147 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
n n tidt FASHION SWIM ANO RESORT 
• WEAR YEAR 'ROUND 
I• ~ IN THE BAR=D. CARMEL 2 (408) 624-1505 
,1 
CARSON & ASSOCIA TE.5 ~ Golf Club Repairs , ., fO./~ .....o(W-
CUSTOMIZING e CUSTOM MADE & FITTED 
REFINISHING e CLUBS AT LESS THAN 
OFF THE RACK STANDARD BRAND 
3010 Bat' Dr. 
Marina, A 93933 ( 408) 384-1386 




((Specializing in Oak Furniture for 
Home & Office'' 
FINE REPRODU CTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
206 17th St. I I 231. ~7th St. 3 72-6250 M-S • 10:30..5:30 
Paafic Grove Sun.· 12-5 
DENTISTS 
YOUNG, BENJAMIN DDS 
3154 DeForest MARINA .. .. .... ................... 384-2442 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
FISH & SEAFOOD - RETAIL 
THE CARMEL WET FISH MARKET 
100A Crossroads Blvd CARMEL .....••............ 624-0931 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
FURNITURE 
MUM'S PLACE 
206 17th St PACIFIC GROVE .................•.... 372-6250 
231 17th St PACIFIC GROVE ...................... 372-6250 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
GOLF EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES - RETAIL 
CARSON & ASSOCIATES 
3010 Bayer Dr MARINA ........................... 384-1386 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
HOTELS 
THE ARBOR INN & DEL MONTE PINES 
(See our Ad - this classification tor more information) 
21 41 Fremont St., MONTEREY 
1058 Munras Ave 
Monterey CA 93940 
646-8300 
(408) 372-3381 CA 800·351·8811 
MILITARY DISCOUNT 
CONVENIENT TO POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
Heated Sw1mm1ng Pool 
Continental Breakfast 
Across From Shopping Center 
~el ~onte Jines 
1298 Munras Ave 
Monterey. CA 93940 
(408) 375-2323 
since 1979 




Specialists in multiuser 
computer systems 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT REPAIR 
authorized service center for 
~.ITI:'H J'l!!!lM-lmtJ ~---..... systems 
TOSHIBA 
Ol(IDATA -,y_...1,-g-rn-1 
149 Bonifacio Place at Alvarado 
M-F, 8 to 5 646-1147 
HOTELS (CON_r_D......:)'--------------
BEST WESTERN DE ANZA INN 
r 
2141 Fremont St MONTEREY ...... ..... ........... 646-8300 
(See our Ad - this class1ficahon) 
·- Benjamin Young, DDS 
.. #. f \ - B. Wayne Young Jr., DDS 
u : -
GENERAL DENTISTRY 
DELTA PLAN ACCEPTED 
Co~tmctic Bondmg, Crowns, Bridges 
Dentures, Pamals, Filling~. Exuacttons 
2 Locations to Ser1.1e You 
3154 Deforest 770 East Romie Ln. 
Manna Sal mas 
384-2442 424-0674 
Mention this ad 
for one of our 
excellent free 
recipes! 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
THE CARMEL 
WET FISH MARKET 
624-0931 ~ lOOA Crossroads Blvd. 
Carmel, CA 93923 
' 
6 HOTELS - INSURANCE • MARCOA PubhS111ng. Inc 1989 
CALIFORNIA]\[ MOTEL 
• 47 Beautiful, Clean Rooms 
• Color T. V. with 
Free HBO &I Cable 
• Kitchenettes • Free Coffee 
• Weekly Winter Rates • 
• Military & Commercial Rates 
•King Size Water Beds 
• Direct Dial Phones 
• Heated Pool and Spa 
•Bathtubs & Showers 
2042 No. Fremont St., Monterey 372-5851 
ACROSS FROM THE FAIRGROUNDS 
A New Inn 
Monterey's Historic 
Cannery Row 
443 Wave Street 
Monterey, California 93940 
800,248,8442 
408,372,1800 
The Inn is located in Monterey's Historic 
Cannery Row between the Monterey Bay 
Aquarium and Fisherman's Wharf. Walk, jog or 
bike to both on the new Monterey 
Recreation Trail. Bike along the coast to 
Lover's Point and the 17-Mile Drive. 
We feature (without additional charge) 
Underground Parking 
Continental Breakfast 
Afternoon Wine and Cheese 
Patio Garden with Spa 
Remote Control Color TV with HB 0 
SPECIAL Mll.ITARY RA TES 
HOTELS (CONrD) 
CALIFORNIA MOTEL 
2042 N Fremont St MONTEREY .................... 371-5851 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
THE CENTRELLA 
612 Central Av PACIFIC GROVE .... . .............. 372-3372 
(See our Ad - Inside Front Cover) 
HOTELS-MOTELS 
CYPRESS TREE INN 
2227 N Fremont St MONTEREY .................... 372-7586 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
MAGIC CARPET LODGE 
1875 N Fremont Blvd SEASIDE .................... 899-4221 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
MONTEREY BEACH HOTEL 
2600 Sand Dunes Or MONTEREY .................. 394-3321 
(See our Ad - Last Editorial Page) 
QUALITY INN 
1111 Lighthouse Av PACIFIC GROVE .............. 646-8885 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
GEICO 
AND AFFIUAT1E8 
PAYING TOO MUCH FOR 
• AUTO • MOTORCYCLE 
• OVERSEAS AND OTHER 
INSURANCE? 
CALL FOR FREE 
RA TE QUOTATIONS 
ASK ABOUT 
• TOP 5 NCO CLUB 
• MECHANICAL BREAKDOWN INSURANCE 
• GEICO MOTORING CLUB 
HELEN E. STERN, Fleld Agent 
~a~Fc;:,"b~~~~~· ( 408) 394-6591 
VERY CLEAN ~ 
cgpresSSree iittt VERY QUIET 
• Direct Dial Phones 
• Color Cable 1V 
• Walking Distance to NPS 




GUESTS WILL RECEIVE COl'IP'LIMENTARY 
APPETIZERS, COCKTAILS OR DESSERTS 
AT SELECTED PENINSULA. RESTAURANTS 
(408) 372·7586 
2227 NORTH FRE~NT ST. 
• Kitchenettes & 
Cottage Rates 








"On the Beautiful Monterey Peninsula" 
NEAR: 
• Next to Pacific Grove Golf Course & Ocean 
• Conveniently located to Naval Postgraduate 
School, D4 and Fort Ord 
• Monterey Bay Aquarium 
• Fisherman's Wharf 
• Cannery Row 
• Art Galleries & Shops 
• World Famous Golf Courses 
• Handicap Rooms 
1111 Lighthouse Ave. 
Pacific Grove, CA 93950 
(408) 646-8885 
40 LUXURIOUS ROOMS 
• Kitchenettes 
• Heated Pool 
• Direct Dial Phones 
• Color Cable TV & HBO 
• King & Queen Size Beds 
• Minutes to Monterey Fisherman's Wharf 
• Minutes to Carmel & 17 Mile Drive 
• Handicap Rooms 
408-899-4221 
FOR RESERVATIONS 
DIAL TOLL "FREE 
800-528-1234 
or (408) 899-33n 
Callfomla (800) 992·9080 
National (800) 232-4232 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
CONVENIENCES: 
• Pool, Spa, Sauna 
• Kitchenettes, Fireplaces 
• Cable TV & HBO 
• Direct Dial Phones 
• Complimentary -
1.) Continent.al Breakfast 
2.) Wine & Cheese Tasting 
• Suites, King, Queen & Double Bed 
• Military and Government Rates 
Toll Free (800) 228-515 l·Quality Inn lnt' l 
(800) 992-9060 • California 
(800) 232-4232 ·National 
Near Postgraduate School and Fort Ord 
VIS4 t• l 1875 FREMONT BLVD. - SEASIDE, CA. 93955 




HM 14¥ , .. a , .. ... 
--
.... 
FREMONT WASH & DRY 
1 DAY SERVICE FOR WASH & FOLD 
• DRY CLEANING SERVICE AVAILABLE 
• ATTENDANT ALWAYS ON DUTY 
• OPEN 7 DAYS 8 A.M. - 9 P.M. 
LARGE RUG WASHERS 
646-9195 




.... .. .. '41" 
HOTELS - MOTELS (CONrD) 
STEINBECK GARDENS INN 
443 Wave St MONTEREY .......................... 372-1800 
(See our Ad - this classification and Map Section) 
INSURANCE 
GEICO AND AFFILIATES 
1760 Fremont Blvd SEASIDE ....................... 394-6591 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
LAUNDRIES - SELF SERVICE 
FREMONT WASH & DRY 
2319 Fremont St MONTEREY ...................... 64fr9195 
(See our Ad - this classification) 








.... ... , .. a 
--
LUMBER 
TYNAN LUMBER COMPANY INC 
325 Front St SALINAS ............................. 424-221 6 
601 E Franklin St MONTEREY ..................... 375-2603 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
MEN'S CLOTHING 
H JOHN'S GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHING 
1772A Fremont Blvd SEASIDE ..................... 394-5646 
MOTELS 
EL CASTELL MOTEL 
2102 N Fremont St MONl EREY .................... 372-8176 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
LONE OAK MOTEL 
2221 Fremont St MONTEREY .............. . ....... 372-4924 
(See our Ad - Last Editorial Page) 
MAGIC CARPET LODGE 
1875 N Fremont Blvd SEASIDE .................... 899-4221 
(See our Ad - Hotels) 
MONTEREY HOTEL RESORT 
1000 Aguajito Rd MONTEREY ... ....•............. 373-6141 
(See our Ad - Inside Front Cover) 
QUALITY INN - PACIFIC GROVE 
1111 Lighthouse Av PACIFIC GROVE .............. 646-8885 
(See our Ad - Hotels) 
~/~ ONE.HOU'R PHOTO 
Quality One Hour Color Pnnt Proceaung 
110 e 126 • 135 • 5x7 • 4x6 Printa 
1WO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
906 Del Monte Shoppina Center Seacrat Shoppina Center • Marina 
372-2637 384-7224 
•MARCOA Pubh1n1ng Inc . 1989 MOTELS - PHOTO 9 
• 48 MODERN UNITS 
• DIRECT DIAL PHONES 
• FREE LOCAL CALLS 
•INDOOR HEATED POOL- SUNDECK 
•CABLE, COLOR TV, SHOWTIME, ESPN, 
• AM-FM CLOCK RADIOS 
• QUEEN AND KING BEDS 
•FAMILY UNITS 
(408) 372-8176 
2102 North Fremont St., Monterey 
• Close to NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
AND FAIRGROUNDS 
MOTELS (CONrD) 
.ABINAMTE ~MUSIC STORE 
TRAVELODGE MONTEREY FAIRGROUNDS 
2030 N Fremont St MONTEREY ..... ..... .......... 37:>-3381 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
MUSIC STORES 
ABINANTE MUSIC STORE 
425 Alvarado MONTEREY ......................... 372-5893 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
PHOTO FINISHING - RETAIL 
MONTEREY ONE HOUR PHOTO 
906 Del Monte Shpg Ctr MONTEREY ............... 372-2637 
(See our Ad - this class1f1callon) 
SALES • REPAIRS • RENTALS 
NEW & USED INSTRUMENTS 




Travelodge ~Monterey Fairgrounds 
• SPECIAL MILITARY RATES • COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE 
• 102 COMFORTABLE ROOMS • RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE 
• HEATED POOL • FREE CABLE TV • 4 BLOCKS TO N.P.S. 
• DIRECT DIAL PHONES-24 HR SWITCHBOARD • 1 MILE TO AIRPORT 
PIANOS 
S1e1nway • Kawai • Wurlitzer 
PIANO RENTALS 
ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS 
Yamaha • Kawai 
FULL LINE OF ELECTRIC & 
ACOUSTIC GUITARS 
SHEET MUSIC & BOOKS 
All Major Credit Co rds Honored ~- ~-, ~ 
2030 N. Fremont St., Monterey, CA 93940 ~-.. 
_ ,_c.,.._ (408) 373-3381 Toll Free (800) 255-3050 
10 PIPES - RECREATIONAL 
CARMEL PIPE SHOP 
• Fine Tobaccos • Selected P1pes 
• We Ship • Pipe Repairs • Havana Cigars 
Major Credit Cards Accepted Lincoln South of Ocean 
DICK HARDIN P.O. Box 401 
(408) 624-9737 Carmel, CA 93921 
PENINSULA PO DIA TRY GROUP 
KIRK ROBERT~ D.P .M. 
BOARD CERTIFIED PODIATRIST 
e BUNIONS e HAMMERTOES e rNGROWN NAll..S 
e FOOT SURGERY & SPORTS INJURY 
e MICRO SURGERY e MINIMAL INCISION 
e OFFICE SURGERY e SECOND OPINIONS 
ADULTS&: Ofll.DREN 
CHAMPUS INSURANCE ACCEPTED 
e We Provide The Billina S«vice.For Paynient Of Ctwunp.. 
1011 C-St.-Monierey 271 RaovationRd.-Mama 
373-2991 384-3668 
PIPES & SMOKERS ARTICLES 
CARMEL PIPE SHOP 
Lincoln S of Ocean CARMEL ..........••....... ... 624-9737 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
KAZU 90.3FM 
Iii· 1 111 l l I I l J \ J Monterey Bay Public Radio 
l Local & International Affairs, Jazz, New Age Music, Oldies, Regge & More - with No Commercials! Request • 375-3082 Offices • 375-7275 
0nu~21 We Cover the Entire lrB hfij , .. MONTEREY PENINSULA 
STEVENS & KELLY, INC. 
1124 Forest Ave., Pacific Grove, CA 93950 
( 408) 649-0848 
(800) 638-7356 Military Relocatio n Residential Sales 
Property Management 
Independently Owned and Operated ® 
ADVENTIJRES 
<:. ~·· BY THE SEA 
. ~, · Mr BIKE RENT AlS 
L...-...:.-....... ....i.:.oq ..... 
aily - Weekly - Monthly Rates 
Free Delivery & Pick-Up 
SEA KAY AK TOURS & RENT AlS 
Discover the Beautiful and Rugged 
Coastline of the Monterey Peninsula 
(408) 372-1807 
·MARCOA Publ•$hong. Inc . 1989 
CENTURY 21 PRUNEDALE PROPERTIES 
SPECIALIZING IN 
AFFORDABLE COUNTRY LIVING IN THE 
NORTH MONTEREY CO. AND OAK HILLS AREA. 
Approximately 20 Minutes From NPS ! 
7901 San Mlguel Cyn. Rd. 
Prunedale, CA 93907 (408) 663-2511 I 
---------------------
Advertising Pays 
MILITARY YELLOW PAGES 
Can Help You 
PODIATRISTS 
PENINSULA PODIATRY GROUP 
271 Reservation Rd MARINA .• .. ,., ••..... ,,,,, •.•. 384-3668 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
COLUMBUS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
544 Lighthouse MONTEREY ....•. , •....... . ... ..•. 646-1070 
(See our Ad - Map Section) 
RADIO STATIONS & BROADCASTING COMPANIES 
KAZU (90.3) PUBLIC RADIO FOR MONTEREY BAY 
176 Forest PACIFIC GROVE ............••..... .... 375-7275 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
REAL ESTATE 
CENTURY 21 ALLIED ASSOCIATES 
550 Camino El Estero MONTEREY . ................ 373-4477 
(See our Ad - Insert) 
CENTURY 21 PRUNEDALE PROPERTIES 
7901 San Miguel Canyon Rd SALINAS ............. 663-2511 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
CENTURY 21 STEVENS & KELLY 
1124 Forest Av PACIFIC GROVE ................... 649-0848 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
RECREATIONAL PROGRAM CONSULTANTS 
CYCLING BY THE SEA 
PACIFIC GROVE ......... ........................ 372-1807 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
RECREATIONAL SERVICES 
NPS Code 45 MONTEREY ......................... 372-1339 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
Take Time To Investigate 
Never Be Rushed Into Buying 
SCUBA EXPERIENCE 
at the KELP FOREST SCUBA SCHOOL 
WE OFFER · An Introductory Scuba 
Experience (Only $10) 
• Beginning Lessons 
• Refresher Courses 
• Guided Dive Tours 
• Specialty Certifications 
• Student Referrals 
• Heated Pool On Premises 
CALL NOW - 375-2956 
- HOPE TO SEA YOU SOON! 
"'" RCOA Publ11h1ng Inc 1989 RECREATIONAL- RESTAURANTS 11 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
RECREATIONAL SERVICES 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS & FACULTY CLUB 
FOR THE BEST IN ATMOSPHERE 
FINE CU ISINE AND PRICES 
HERRMANN HALL• 372-1339 
ENLISTED MEN'S CLUB 
FOR T HE BEST IN ATMOSPHERE 
FINE CUISINE AND PRICES 
CRISCUOLO HALL • 646-2358 
RECREATION D EPARTMENT 
THE FINEST INDOOR AND OUTDOOR FACILITIES GYM. TENN IS COURTS. SOFTBALL FIELDS, 
CHILO CARE CENTER, SWIMMING POOL, GOLF COURSE AND MANY OTHERS 
HERRMANN HALL • 646-2466 
THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL OFFERS YOU THE NO I SPOT IN MONTEREY FOR PRJVATE PARTlt:.5 & RECEPTIONS 
RENTAL SERVICES - STORES & YARDS 
HODGES RENT ALL INC 
456 Lighthouse MONTEREY .. . ................. . .. 373-7368 




2329 N Fremont Blvd MONTEREY .. . .. .. . . . . . ..... . 372-1812 
(See our Ad - Last Editorial Page) 
CYCLING BY THE SEA 
PACIFIC GROVE . . . . ... . .. .. ..... . . . . . . . .... . ... . 372-1807 
(See our Ad - this class1f icatlon) 
GIANNI'S PIZZA 
725 Lighthouse Av MONTEREY .... . ........•...... 64~1500 
{See our Ad - this classification) 
MOM'S HOME COOKING 
1287 Fremont Blvd SEASIDE ...................... 394-9191 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
HODGES RENT ALL, INC. 
Household 11oods late! 
We Rent~ &bv &. Rollawav BeJ~. Tables &. Chairs 
Complete Part\ Rcnml • La"n &. Garden Equipment 
456 Lighthouse, Monterey 
MOM'S HOME COOKING 
Eat with Us or Take it Out 
Bar-B-0 Ribs • Ch1ttltngs • Oxtails • Hot Links 
Collard Greens • Black-eyed Peas • Yams 
Sweet Potato Pies • Hours. Sun. & Mon. 3-10 PM 
Tues through Sat.. Noon-10 PM 
1287 Fremont Blvd., SEASIDE 394-9191 
1, 
Monterey's Most Recommended Pizzeria 
Authentic Italian Recipe! 
A Fresh. Thiel< delicious Crust 
covered wi th a Rich tomato sauce 
Loaded with Mozarella cheese and 1h~· 
Freshest meats and vegetables of your 
choice 
Try any combina11on you want 
All pizzas are Hand Tossed not 
Machine Rolled 
Open F11day S..1u1d.iv & Sunda; l I JO d m 
Open Mr.-rt11.,· '"'r -, '"-1 ,, '1 t" -n 
FAMILY DINING .---(-At_t _A-Hf_A_O _ _, 




Italian Sandwiches • Gelato's • Fresh Pasta 
- fdmil>- Owned dnd Operated-
725 LIGHTHOUSE AVE.• MONTEREY 
l 






FULL INTERNATIONAL BREAKFAST MENU 
SUPER SALAD/SANDWICH BAR & 
HOT BUFFET LUNCHEON - ONLY s5,9s 
EXTENSIVE DINNER MENU FEATURES 
Antipasto Salad & Fruit Bar 
Pasta Seafood Combos 
Authentic Crab Coppino 
Children's Menu 
Steak & Lobster 
Fresh Local Seafood 
Pasta, Pasta, Pasta & Pizza 
Take Out 
COCKTAIL HOUR EVERY 
MON. - FRI. 4:30. 6:30 PM 
WITH COMPLIMENTARY HORS D'OEUVRES 
THE BEST VALUE FOR BANQUETS 
ON THE PENINSULA 
Private Accommodations for 20 to 120 
Call Dottie Surdi for Personalized, 
Courteous Service. We Want To Serve You! 
2030 N. FREMONT ST., MONTEREY e 646-0 l 00 
~ By The Monterey Fairgrounds T ravelodge 
RESTAURANTS (CONrD) 
SURDl'S 
2030 N Fremont St MONTEREY .................... 646-0100 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
Affordable, higher ajucation begins 




980 FrelOOllt Stra>t • Monrerey • ulilomia • 939l0 
408.646.4000 
l'AISS 
\""o~B.'\/i-1 , Professional ASSOCJallon for ~· -f.J,_(i'\ • \!> Otildhood Educabon Certified 
- Member of National Associabon for 
the Education of Young Otllc:lsen 
NURSERY SCHOOL STATE LICENSED 
Dedicated to Academic Excellence Since 1967 
A Planned LearrwngCen1erw11h a Beaulllul Wilffl and Friend~ Envuooment 
R1U YEAR 6 SU1AEA Pll0(1W,CS CREATIVE PAOGlw.IS 
OUAl.flED TEACllEAS AllT~NTICIWTS 
TOTAi. ~ATION PllOGAAM HOT U»«;H 
F£LDT~ 
375-6738 
52 SOLEDAD OR. 
MONTEREY, CA 
384-8447 
3200 OEt MONTE BL VD. 
MARINA, CA 
• MAACOA PubhShlng Inc 198Q 
$ A quallty academic program lfh~rttr.rt. with lndlvlduallzed Instruction .(fftlil\J't JJ.i Including pre-school, 
pre-kindergarten and .J~t kindergarten classes. 
Curriculum lncludH: 
Music Malh Art Science Compule,. 
Pr .. RHdlng & Reading Phonic• 
Cooking Baking And Much Moret 
Full and ParHlme Sualona 
For More lrtformaUon Cell 375-9743 
1231 Seventh St .. Mortlerey 
(A Bloctc from Po1tgraduate School) 
SCHOOLS - ACADEMIC - COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES 
CHAPMAN COLLEGE 
Bldg 1714 3rd St FT ORD .......................... 899-4164 
532 Abrego St MONTEREY ........................ 373-0945 
(See our Ad - Map Section) 
MONTEREY PENINSULA COLLEGE 
980 Fremont Blvd MONTEREY ..................... 646-4000 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
SCHOOLS - ACADEMIC - PRESCHOOL & KINDERGARTEN 
MISS BARBARA'S 
52 Soledad Dr MONTEREY ........................ 375-6738 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
SERENDIPITY PRE-SCHOOL 
1231 7th St MONTEREY ........................... 375-9743 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
YOUNG CHILD ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS 
Lincoln & 7th MONTEREY ......................... 624-3550 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
SCHOOLS - ACADEMIC - SPECIAL EDUCATION 
LYCEUM OF THE MONTEREY PENINSULA 
1073 6th St MONTEREY ........................... 372-6098 




Ages 1 to 5 
3 Hrs. AM or PM Year-Round Classes 
Call for Brochure 
CHURCH OF THE WAYFARER, CARMEL 
Lincoln & 7th 624-3550 
U CaD lor CalAlogue OF THE MONTEREY PENINSUl..A ce Ill 1073SIXTHSTREET MONTEREY 372-6098 
Super Classes for Children 
The Lyceum offers enriclunent programs for 
gifted, talented, and motivated children all year. 
A NON.PROFIT ORGANIZATION 
r---------.._,,~ 
MONTEREY ADULT SCHOOL 
Parent Education 
English for the Foreign Born 
Vocational Education 
1295 l...rSAU..E ST. Citizenship 899-1615 
• MAACOA Pllblll/l•MQ , Inc , 1989 
Carmel Adult School 
Join us for classes in: 
..... • ART • POTTERY • SEWING 
• FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
• COMPUTERS • JAZZERCISE 
• WRITING FOR PUBLICATION 
• AIKIDO • COOP PRE-SCHOOLS, ETC. 
H wy 1 at Ocean Ave. 624_1714 t~•C•a-rmiiiiiiiiel•' •C•A•9•3•9-22iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~..iii~~~~ 
SCHOOLS • GENERAL INTEREST 
CARMEL ADULTSCHOOL 
Hwy 1 at Ocean Av CARMEL ... ...... .. .... ..... . . 624-1714 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
KELP FOREST SCUBA SCHOOL 
614 Lighthouse Av MONTEREY ... . .. . . . .. .. ....... 375-2956 
\ (See our Ad - this classification) 
1 THE MONTEREY ACADEMY OF HAIR DESIGN 
! 1138 Forest Av PACIFIC GROVE ..... . .. ....... .... 64~0482 (See our Ad - Last Editorial Page) MONTEREY ADULT SCHOOL 1295 La Salle St SEASIDE ... . ........•.•..•...... 899-1615 (See our Ad - this classification) 
SHOPPING CENTERS & MALLS 
THE CROSSROADS 
159 C rossroads Blvd CARMEL ... . ... .• ............ 625-4106 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
I• 
DEL MONTE SHOPPING CENTER 
1410 Del Monte Ctr MONTEREY ............•...... 373-2705 
(See our Ad - Map Section) 
TRAVEL AGENCIES 
r 
LE GRAND TRAVEL 
2600 Garden Rd., Suile 130, Monterey ... . ••• .... .. 646-1621 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
TOURS- OPERATORS & PROMOTERS 
TOURS OF DISTINCTION 
824 Munras Ste C MONTEREY ... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 373-0508 
(See our Ad - this c lassification) 
T hese directories are Free to you 
Courtesy of the Merchants 
Who Advertised. 
Thank them with your support! 
Tou.rs of . . --
Distinction 
• Complete Desnru1tion Management 
• Group T ranspon:auon &. 
Con~n1ent Services 
CALL OR WRITE FOR PLANNER PACKET 
8 2'4 MUNRAS, SUITE C, MONTEREY 
(408) 373-0508- CA (800) 432-1188 





Enjoy shopping as it was 
meant to be! 
The Crossroads Shopping 
Center features over 90 
unique shops, restaurants 
and services, with plenty 
of convenient store front 
parking. 
mo 
Hr"'°"' Ont ond Ibo Road. U-1 
0i>en ~<D1 ·~urdl> IOw·6p11 
~yl2·Spca 
Le Grand Travel 
Experience Our Excellence 
AIR • SEA • LAND 
AIRLINE TICKETS • CRUISES • TOURS 





MARA CANTOR • JOANNE MONROE 
~(408) 646-1621) 
TRIDENT EXECUTIVE CENTER 
2600 Garden Rd., Suite 130 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 
14 CHIROPRACTORS - DENTISTS 
OFF BASE 
MEDICAL AND DENTAL 
SECTION 
Robert A. Auger D.D.S. • Gerald A. Tarsitano, D.D.S., M.S. 
ADULTS and CHILDREN •ORTHODONTISTS 
335 El Dorado St., MONTEREY ............ 373-3765 
26365 Carmel Rancho Blvd., CARMEL .... 624-7244 
529 Central Ave., PACIFIC GROVE ........ 372-1566 
CHIROPRACTORS - DC 
KEHOE, J RICHARD DC 
1030Cass St MONTEREY ......................... 373-4141 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
DENTISTS 
AUGER. ROBERT A DDS 
3 locations to serve you 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
HEASTON, TIMOTHY G DDS 
SIMONSEN. DAVID W DDS 
220 Country Club Gate Ctr PACIFIC GROVE ....... 373-7575 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
ra T. G. HEASTON, D.D.S. 
--~- ,. - DAVID W. SIMONSEN, D.D.S. 
GENERAL DENTISTRY 
220 Country Club - Gate Center 
Lower Level • Suite 1 O 
Pacific Grove. C&lifomla 93950 
373-7575 
27859 Berwick Drive 
Mid Valley Shopping Center 
Carmel Valley, Gallfomia 93923 
625-2250 
MILITARY INSURANCE ACCEPTED 
DAVID HIGGINBOTHAM, D.M.D., INC. 




831 Cut Street • Monterey, CA 93940 • (408) 373-1279 
, 
DENTISTS (CONrD) 
HIGGINBOTHAM, DAVID DMD INC 
831 Cass St MONTEREY .......................... 373-1279 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
ISHll. DR JEAN Y AND ASSOCIATES 
Hilby Prof Bldg 
915 Hilby Av Ste 21 SEASIDE ...................... 394-5265 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
LACKEY, ARLEN DDS 
POOLE, JAMES A DDS 
675 Pine Av PACIFIC GROVE ...... . ............... 649-1055 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
MONTEREY PENINSULA DENTAL GROUP 
333 El Dorado St MONTEREY ..................... 373-3068 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
PALMA, GARY D DDS 
36535 Carmel Rancho Blvd Ste SC CARMEL ........ 624-4100 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
ROGERS, STILE & MENOLD 
275 W Laurel Dr SALINAS ......................... 449-1501 
3154 Deforest Rd MARINA ......................... 384-2522 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
SA TOW, SCOTT K DDS 
1001 Pacific St MONTEREY ....................... 649-1446 
Rogers, Stile & Menold 
OtJHOOONflC~ 
Donald P. Rogers, D.D.S 
D1ploma1e Amencan Board of Orthodonna 
Amhony j. Stile, D.D.S., M.S. 
D1pll.>m(ll< Amencan Bocml of On!IDdonucs 
Geralyn Mi.mold, D.D.S. 
SCHOOL SHUTTI..E PROVIDED 
275 W. Laurel Dr. 3154 DeForest Road 
Salinas. Ca 93906 Marina, Ca. 93933 
(408) 449-1501 (408) 384-2522 
ORTHODONTICS FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS 
MONTEREY PENINSULA DENTAL GROUP 
GENERAL DENTISTRY 
DOCTORS: Breuleux. Burnett. Grosnick. 
Kitagawa. Landon. Wilson 
CHILDREN'S DENTISTRY· Dr's. Fa1a Ill, Bayless 
333 El Dorado St., MONTEREY 373-3068 
MONTEREY CHIROPRACTIC CENTRE 
DR. JOSEPH J. KEHOE DR. J. RICHARD KEHOE 
Former Faa1liy Member of Certified Industrial Injury Consultant 
Palmer College of Chiropractic & C.C.A. Certified Disability Eval= 
B.]. Palmer Chirop-racric Research Clinic Independent Exams/ Second Opinions 
COMPLETE CHIROPRACTIC CARE 
• WORKERS COMPENSATION SPECIALISTS e PERSONAL INJURY I ACCIDENT 
e INSURANCE CASES e NUTRITION & EXERCISE GUIDANCE 
e ATiiLETIC INJURIES • MILITARY DISCOUNT 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 
373-4141 
1030 CASS STREET MONTEREY 
MEMBER OF c .... uFORNIA Cl AMERICAN CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATIONS 






• TERRY W. SLAUGHTER 
D.D.S .. M.S.D. 
WILLIAM N. ANDREW, D.D.S. 
RICK L. McBRIDE, D.D.S. 
420 E. Romie Ln. 271 Reservation Rd. 




SLAUGHTER, TEARY W DDS MSD 
ANDREW, WILLIAM N DDS 
McBRIDE, RICK L DDS 
230Gree:n Valley Rd. 
Freedom, CA. 95019 
( 408) 728-3661 
1-800-722-3661 
DAY OR NIGHT 
420 E Romie Ln SALINAS .•................... ... . 424-7393 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
THOMAS, ROY L DDS 
26535 Carmel Rancho Blvd CARMEL .......... .... . 625-2255 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
TROUT, DONALD W DDS INC 
880 Cass St Ste 104 MONTEREY ................... 373-3531 
(See our Ad - this classificatton) 
TURNER, DANIEL J, DDS 
46 Porta Vista Or MONTEREY ..................... 375-1112 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
VISTA ROBLES DENTAL GROUP 
85 Via Robles MONTEREY ........................ 372-7548 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
ROY L. THOMAS, D.D.S. 
COMPLETE FAMILY DENTISTRY 
• Mnnbn Cabfornia Dmcal AMoclatlon • Mmobtt Atntric:an Deneal AssociatJOn 
1625-22551 
Loar.rd ac w Mauch of w Valky - 26535 Carm<:I Rancho Blvd., Cannd 
DR. DONALD TROUT - D.D.S. 
DENTISTRY FOR ADULTS 
Member of California Dental Association 
Member of American Dental Association 
Fonner Officer, USN· O.:nml Corps 
880CASSST.,SUITE 104 373-3531 
VISTA ROBLF.S DENT AL GROUP 
Dr. Joseph S. Howard, D.D.S., lnc. 
Dr. Joan Wright Howard, D.D.S. 
Dr. Peter English, D.M.D. 
85 Via Robles, Monterey - 372-7548 
A Healthy, Happy Smile! 
We welcome you and your family to our office 
for dental care using your 
NEW DENTAL BENEFITS! 
MONARCH DENTAL GROUP 
ProV1d1n11 a full range of dental ~mcc 
for adulr.s anJ children t "l 
t .. 1 675PineAve. ~·~ ~X""Y Pacific Grove X 
Telephone 649-1055 
Arlen D. udccy, DDS JamH A. Poole, DDS 
'&1),. GARYD. PALMA, D.D.S. ORTHODONTICS 
CHILDREN and ADULTS 
26535 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
Suite SC 
Carmel, CA 93923 
624-4100 
DENTISTS {CONrD) 
YOUNG, BENJAMIN DDS 
81 Via Robles 
Monterey, CA 93940 
373-0415 
3154 Deforest Rd MARINA ...•............ ....... . 384-2442 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
HEALTH CARE 
NORRELL HEAL TH CARE 
518 Cortes St MONTEREY •........................ 372-2100 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
MARRIAGE, FAMILY, CHILD & INDIVIDUAL COUNSELORS 
ELLERBE THERAPY ASSOCIATES 
3785 Via Nona Marie Ste 204 CARMEL ............. 625-0184 
(See our Ad - this ctassihcat1on) 
KRIMSLEY, SYLVIA MS 
Box 839 PACIFIC GROVE ......................... 372-2001 
(See our Ad - this class1ftcat1on) 
MEDICAL CLINICS 
PRIMUS 
Presidio of Monterey Bldg 422 
SALINAS...... . . . . . . . . . . . • ....•..•...•......•. 422-7998 
MONTEREY ..................................... 647-5741 
(See our Ad - this class1ftcat1on) 
CALL 
TODAY 
Member Of The 
American Dental 
Association 
• Nitrous Oxide 
• Cosmetic and General Dentisby 
• Children Welcome 
J94-526Sor6JJ-5827 
For An Appointment 
~-------------------------------------~ I $20 Off Dentalworknolc:overedbyinsurancebymenlioning : I this ad when malung your appointmenl : 
~-------------------------------------~ SEHABLA ESPANOL 
DR. DEAN Y. ISHII, D.D.S., AND ASSOCIA TF.S 
DR. LINDEN K. ISHII, D.D.S. 
DR. WIU..IAM MOY, D.D.S. 
DR. Al.AN G. AMEMIYA, D.D.S. 
SEASIDE 
915 Hilby Ave., Suite 21 
Hilby Professional Bldg. 
Fremont Blvd. & Hilby Ave. 
CASTROVILI..E 
11272 Menitt St. 
Suite A 
Castroville Station Center 
16 DENTISTS - PHYSICIANS 'M>.RCOA PubhSMlQ, tne . 1989 
r 
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
- Bonding FOR THE FAMILY 
- Nitrous Oxide 
for Relaxation 
- Porcelain Crowns 375-1112 - VISA , Mastercard and 
Payment Plans Available 
- Bleaching 46 Porta Vista Drive • Monterey 
(Near Del Monte Shopping Center) 
Benjamin Young, DDS 
B. Wayne Young Jr., DDS 
GENERAL DENTISTRY 
DELTA PLAN ACCEPTED 
Cosrmecic Bonding. Crowns, Bridges 
Dentures, Partials, Fillings, Exrracrions 
2 Locations to Ser.ie You 
3154 DeForest 770 East Romie Ln . 
Marina Salinas 
384-2442 424-0674 
" II R.N.'s L.V.N.'s 
- Experience the difference -are Join the Health ~e Professionals 
HEALTH CARE where your expenence counts. 
518 CORTES STREET 
MONTEREY, c:A 93940 
(408) 373-2100 
(408) 758-5137 
• Choose your own schedule 
• Shift & weekend differential 
• Weekly paychecks 
• Wor1<ers Compensation 
• Malpractice Insurance 
• State & Federal takes paid 
• Holiday & Vacation pay 
STAFFING HOME CARE, ACUTE & S.N.F:s 
SYLVIA KRIMSLEY, M.S. 
OOCAMFT MARRIAGE, FAMILY AND CHILD COUNSELOR INDIVIDUAL THERAPY •MARITAL THERAPY PLAY THERAPY WITH CHILDREN 
Clln1cal Member Stat• Uc• nae No. lof6324 





• COUPLES • INDIVIDUALS • FAMILY 
HYPNOSIS . CHAMPUS . SEX THERAPY 
Lie: No. MU14594 & MV 14595 
3785 VIA NONA MARIE, SUITE 204 
(NEAR T HE CROSSROADS SHOPPING CENTER) 
CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 93923 
OPTOMETRISTS 
FROIO, CURTIS M OD 
574 Polk St MONTEREY ... . ............ • .......... 375-3802 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
KURTZ, ROBERT OD 
330 Del Monte Shpg Ctr MONTEREY ............... 372-9100 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS 
WHITE. GEOFFREY G MO FACS 
966 Cass St MONTEREY .. . .. . ................. . .. 373-7733 
(See our Ad - this classification) 
FREE MEDICAL CARE FOR THE MILITARY 
DR. CURTIS M. FROID .. Optometrist 
Personal, Comprehensive Individual Vision Care 
Fast, Quality Service at Affordable Prices 
Specialized Care for Pilots 
574 Polk St. (Near Post Office), Monterey 375-3802 
DR.ROBERT J . KURTZ. OPTOMETRIST 
Total Vision Care - Contact Lenses 
Large Selection Of 
Fashion and Conservative Eyewear 
M-F 9.30-9, Sat. 9:30·6, Sun. 12·5 
330 Del Monte Shopping Center, MONTEREY 372-9100 
GEOFFREY G. WHITE, M.D., F.A.C.S 
e LASER, CATARACT. GLAUCOMA • LENS IMPLANT SURGERY• 
Oiplomate, American Board of Ophthalmology 
Fellow American Academy Ophthalmology 
Fellow American College of Surgeons 
966 Cass Street MONTEREY (408) 373.7733 
APPLICATION FOR AND ASSIGNMENT TO MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING 
(NOTE: Upon. arrival at your new duty station you MUST report to the Family Housing Office serving your duty station 
BEFORE malung a"angements for any housing. You should have DD Form 1747 (Status of Housing Availability) to 
present for verification or advice of changes in housing conditions.) 
SEE REVERSE OF THIS FORM FOR INSTRUCTIONS 
SECTION A - APPLICATION (To bt compltttd by applicant.) 
1. NAME OF INSTALLATION ~- OAH :>U•MllTLO (/lfo .• d•y. ye•r) 
1' 
3. SPONSOR'S NAM[ ( La.sr, /,,.st , middle 1n1t11tl) 4 . ADO!IESS f"Oll llE,LY (Street, city, State , end ZIP Code) 
s. PERSONAL DATA 
a. llANK/ !IATE b . SOC SEC ACCT NO. c . LENGTH OF SEllVIC[ d . TIM[ ll[MAINING ON e . DATE OF RANK 
SERVICE NUMB(R (Mo, year) ACTIVE OUTY 
6e. EFFECTIVE DATC OF CHANCf. IN OUTV STATION ( '110, day, year) b . DATE DE,AllTUllE CONUS (over••• •••••nment only) <Mo., d•y, ye•r) 
7tt. [STIMATED ARlllVAL DAT[ OF FAMI LY f '>lfo ' day. yedr) b. 
D WHEN HOUSI NG l[COMES AVAILAILE 
8 . DEPENDENCY DATA 
e. TOT Al NUM8[11 IN f"AMIL Y b . SPOUSE c. DATES OF llllTH•MAU CHILDll[ll d . DAUS OF llllTN•HMAU CHILDll[ll (rea1d1n• with member) D Y[S 
0No 
e . OTHER DEPENDENTS / . D[P[NDlllCY AUTHORITY (DD Form 137 - D•te ol 
llUMl[ll SEX RELATIONSHIP AGE ISI 
approval of dependents 1n Hem le ol this lonn.) 
9 . PERTINENT FAMILY INFORMATION 
•• SPECIAL H[AL TH PROBLEMS ( Desc ttbe) 
b. MONTHS INVOLUNTAR ILY SEPARATCD FROM FAMILY DUlllNG LAST 12 c. LAST ASSIGNMENT 
MONTHS DUE TO DEPLOYMENT OR ASS IG NMENT 
D OVERSCAS OR D COllUS 
r"1 ACCOMPAN IED OR r"1 UNACCOMPANIED 
10. IN TH[ [VENT ASSIGNMENT TO HOUSING WILL BE INVOLUNTARY THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT -
I D oo QOO NOT DES IR[ A WA IV[A TO ALLOW OCCUPANCY OF OH•INSTALLAT ION HOUS ING 
11. RE MA RKS 
12a. TYPEO OR PA INTED NAM[ OF APPLICANT b . SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT 
SECTION B - ASSIGNMENT (To bt compltttd by Family Housin1 Offiu.) 
Ile. DATE AND TIME APPLICA TION ll[C[IV[D b . EHCCTIV[ DAT[ or APPLICATION 14. OAT[ DO FORM 1747 SENT Oft GIVEN TO Al'l'LICANT 
( Mo .. day, yeer, hour) (Mo .. day, yeer) (Mo .. day, Y••r) 
15. HOUSING AVAILABIL ITY (Indicate <he 16". A,,LICANT PLACED ON TH( f"OLLOWING HOUSING WAITING b . Hf"lCTIV[ DAT[ ANO TIM[ 
•1,,Pt1c•ble box(••) ch1tclt<td under 11em 2, DD LIST : (II not •pp/1c•ble , check 11,m / 1.) ( Mo., dey, y••r. ,.,our) 
orm I 74 7.) 
17,Q APPLICANT NOT l'LACCD ON A HOUSING WAITING LIST (II •ppllc•ble, 18•. ASSIGNCD TO HOUS ING UNIT (L1•t b. DATE (Mo., dlly, Y••r) 
ll lve r•••on. hau•lnil unit, if •ppllc•ble.) 
19. [Ff'CCTIV[ DAT[ f'Oll T[llMINAT ION 20. IASIC ALLOWANC[ FOii OUAllTCRS : 21•. ASSIGNCO HOUSING lllSl'CCTCO AHCR 
OF HOUSING ASSIGNM(NT ( Mo .. day, TCllMINATION NOTIC[ 
Y••r) 
"· D ~::"A~:1~~.!t::0 Ovu 0110 
h. D ~::"T~:~~!:,~D OF ASG (Month , Dey. Yeer) b. DATE INSPCCT[O (/lfo .• d•y, yeer) 
(Month, Day, Yeer) 
c. Ml'O NO. 
22. INSPECTION AESUI. TS: D SAT IS,ACTOllY 0 OTH(ll (Ea pi.1n) 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETllON OF DD FORM 1746 
APPLICATION FOR AND ASSIGNMENT TO MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
Section A 1s to bc .:omplctcd by each applJcant for Military F amlly Hous111& and Section 8 1s 10 be compkted b) tht Family Housing 










- N11mt of 111s101/011on Enter lhe name of the U1st~a11on operatlllg the Family Housllll Office 
- Dort submmtd l:.n1er lhc date lhe app1Jcu1on 1s m11.led or otherwise subm1t1ed 10 lhe Family Houslllg Office 
- Spo11Sor's 11omt Name of applicant 
- Addrtrs for Ttply Complete 1f reply 1s to be malled . 
- Ptrsonol doto Enter current rank/ rate . 1den11fitauon number a.nd length of st>rv1ce to nearest whole month. Enter the time 
rema.inin,: on active du ty a.nd date of ra.nk 
- Efftcll~t dolt of chan1t m duty uation. Enter the date you were dropped from personnel accoun1ab1hty at your previous 
duty \talion and l!l lned on the rolls at your new duty station for record purposes l-01 o vrrsca.s assignment enter your date 
of departure from <.:ONUS. 
- l:.S11""1ttd OrTl"al dart of family Enter the estimated date under a . tf appropriate . If famlly 1s not to amve until housing 
1s available . .:heck b. 
Dtptndtncy Complete lltms a thrOUf.h f .• •h apphcablt . 
- Ptrt111t111 f'om1lv l11forma11011 Bncny dtscnbe any special family hnlth problems v.h1ch might 1nnuence your prefer· 
encc for a p;ut1culas typt of housing (1 t sinxtt ltvtl n two story ttc J 
l:.nttr the nearest v.hole month 111voluntarlly st>pasattd horn family during last 12 months 
dut to deployr.,tnt o r ass11nmtn1 
Chtck appropriate boio. for last assignment 
lttm 10 - Am1nmt111 prtftrtnct Chrck ufirmallvtl)' or nega11vely u the cut may be 
Item 11 - Rtmorlcs fntc r any add111onal Ulformauon ... hach might have a bearing on assignment 10 mthtary family housing. 
Item 12 S11naturt The appllca.nt must ugn this apphcauon 
SCCTION II . 
Item 13 - Datt and 11mt appl1Cono11 rut1vtd Enter the datt and 11me the appltcat1on "'as received by the F am1ly Housing Office 
£fftct11•t dolt of opp/1ca11on Lntt r the date of change of duly s1a11on. or such dale as tht apphcauon is received , as 
appltcablc . 
Item 14 Dolt DD Form 174 7 stnt Stlf o.planatory 
lttm IS Housrnx a1·a1/ob1/1f."' Enttr tht item lttltr for applicable box(es) chtcked under I tem 2. DD Form 1747, which were 
chc.:ked on that form for rtturn 10 lhe appllca.nl For rumple, an enuy m1gh1 be " a " a.nd "g." 
I tem 16 Woi11111 tis1 f ntcr the 1den1if1ca11on of the assignment "'a1t111g I.ISi 10 which the appllca.nt 1s assigned . and the effective d ate 
and ume of his placement on this hst 
Item 17 - Check 1! applicant 1s not placed on an assignment waiting hst Sute reason 
Item 18 - [ntcr 1den11f1ca11on or housing unir 10 "'h1ch tht applJcant was ass1gntd and the date of the amgnmenl 
l1em 19 - Enter t ht datl' tht housing assignment was terminated 
lttm 20 - Chtek 11tm~ a orb and enter tht date F onn "'as submitted 10 sto p or Hart BAQ tntllltment Enter mtlJtary pay order 
(MPOJ number 
lttm 21 Check 10 indicate whethtt or not tht ass1l!ntd housing was inspccltd on tetmlllallon of assignment , and enter the d a tt 
houst was 1nspccttd. 
Item 22 - Enter the rtsults of tht 1nsptct1on. 







EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS 
NPS Security Police . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 646-2555 
NPS Fire Department ..... ............ ............... 646-2333 
Ambulance or OFF Station Emergencies ..................... 91 l 
Emergency and Poison Control. ................... 242-7631/2020 
Health Clinic, Presidio of Monterey ..... ............... 647-5664 
NPS Dental ......................................... 646·2477 
DUTY OFFICERS 
NPS Duty Officer ................................ ... 646-2441 
Fleet Numerical Duly Officer ......................... 646-2137 
Defense Manpower Data Center . . . . . . . . . ... 646·29511375-5131 
Defense Resources Management Education Center. ....... 646·2104 
Naval Security Group Detachment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 242-8213/8142 
Naval Enviromental Research Prediction Facillity. . . . . . .. 646-2928 
Naval Facility, Point Sur.. . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 624-2761 
Naval Reserve Center, Pacific Grove ............... 372-0528/4674 
Personnel Support Activity Detachment Monterey ........ 646-3058 
A 
American Red Cross Station Manager ................... 242-2701 
after hours ........................................ 899·0666 
Army Hospital Information For Patient Records .......... 242-7651 
admissions .. ...................................... 242-2781 
Ambulance Non-Emergency ................... . .... ... 242-2020 
or Emergency ..................................... 242-7631 
c 
CREDIT UNIONS 
MONTEREY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION - Services include a 
full service ATM located adjacent to the credit union in the 
basement of Herrmann Hall as well as many others locally and 
nationwide. The Monterey Federal Credit Union has savings and 
checking accounts, Share Certificates, JRAUs and Money Market 
Accounts. Available loans include automobile, unsecured, VISA, real 
estate and many others. All military and civilian personnel attached 
lo NPS, their families, and anyone who lives or works on the 
Monterey Peninsula are eligible for these services. In addition to its 
office in the basement of Herrmann Hall al NPS, Monterey Federal 
Credit Union operates four other branches on the Peninsula. 
Phone: 647-2400 
Monday-Friday. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 0945· 1600 
NAVY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, WASHINGTON, D.C. - The 
Navy Federal Credit Union (of Washington D.C.), the nation's largest 
credit union, operates one of its over 70 worldwide service locations 
in Room 044 of Herrmann Hall. Services include an ATM, savings 
and interest-bearing checking accounts, high-yield share certificates, 
and a full range of secured and unsecured consumer loans al 
attractive rates. NFCU services are available exclusively to existing 
members and those in the Monterey area permitted by Federal 
Regulations to join (Navy and Marine Corps officers, active and 
retired, retired enlisted personnel, and members of their families, 
and Department of the Navy civiliansl. Phone: 373-2725 
Monday-Friday ..................................... 0830-1630 
CHAPLAINS 
Catholic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 646-2242 
Protestant. ........................................ 646-2241 
Jewish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ........... .... 242-5288 
COAST GUARD GROUP, MONTEREY ................. 647-7302 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, MONTEREY PENlNSULA . 649-3200 
CHILD CARE CENTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. 646-2734 
COMMISSARY S'roRE 
The Fort Ord Commissary Store is located off Gigling Road in the 
PX Mall area.The store services all active duty and retired military 
personnel on the peninsula, and is open six days a week. 
Monday ............................................ Closed 
Tuesday ................................. ....... . 1000-1900 
Wednesday ...................................... 0900-1800 
Thursday ........................................ 1130-1930 
Friday ............. .. ........................... 1000-1800 
Saturday ......................................... 0800· l 600 
Sunday .......................................... 093().1530 
A recording of the hours of operation plays automatically when 
you call 242-3663. Further information is available at 242-6263 
or 4242. 
CLUB & MESSES 
Commissioned Officers and Faculty Club ...... 646-21701372-1339 
Services Continental Breakfast from 0700 to 1030, Monday-Friday 
in the El Rancho Room. Lunch is served from 1100 to 1330 in the 
Trident Room and from 1100 to 1315 in the HI Rancho Room, 
Monday·Friday. The El Prado hosts a Sunday brunch 
from 1000-1300. 
Consolidated Package Store .......................... 373-7511 
Tuesday:rhurday & Saturday ...................... 1000-1700 
Friday ......................................... 1000-1800 
Enlisted Mess Open (Criscuolo Hall) .................. 646-2358 
Monday:rhursday ............................... 1700-2300 
Friday ......................................... 1630-0100 
Saturday .. ................................... . . 1800·0100 
Enlisted Dining Facility, Bldg.260 .................... 646-2063 
Weekdays .................. 0645·0745 1130-1230 1630-1730 
Weekends & Holidays ........ 0800· 1000 1130-1230 1630· 1730 
CURRICULAR OFFICERS 
Administraive Sciences ............................. 646-2536 
Aeronautical Engineering ........................... 646·2491 
Air-Ocean Sciences ................................ 646-2044 
Antisubmarine Warfare ............................. 646·2116 
Command, Cont.rot and Communication, (C3) .......... 646-2772 
Computer Thchnology .............................. 646·2174 
Electronics and Communications ..................... 646-2056 
Naval Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 646-2033 
Naval Intelligence/National Security Affairs .......... 646-2228 
Operations Research/System Analysis ................. 646·2786 
Weapons Engineering ............................... 646-2116 
D 
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE (MARINE 
CORPS LIAISON) ................................. 242-8407 
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE (NAVY LIAISON) .... 242·8213 
DENTAL CLINIC (APPOINTMENTS) ............. 646-2477/2478 
(Emergencies, after hours) ........................... 646·2441 
E 
BXCHANGE FACILITIES, FORT ORD & PRESIDO OF 
MONTEREY 
Main PX, Bldg 4235, gigling Rd ...... . ......... . 899-233612337 
Monday-Friday ............................... 1000-1830 
Saturday &. Sunday .............................. l 000-1700 
Holiday ........................................ 1100·1630 
Patton park shoppette, Bldg. 3099, 4th avenue 
Monday-Saturday ............................... 0930-2100 
Sunday ........................................ 1000-1800 
Branch PX, Presidio of Monterey, Bldg 228 ........... . 372-1221 
Monday-Friday ............................. .. .. 1000· 1800 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 000· l 700 
Sunday ................................... ..... 1100-1600 
Presidio Gas Station, Bldg 230 ............ . ... . ... . .. 372·1221 
Monday· Friday ................... . ... .. ...... . . l 000-1500 
NAVY EXCHANGE (listed under "N") 
F 
FAMILY SERVICE CENTER ................ . .. . ... . .. 646-3060 
FLYING CLUB ............................ .. ........ 372·7033 
FORT ORD INFORMATION .......................... 242·221 l 
FORT ORD CLINIC CENTRAL 
APPOINTMENTS ......................... 242·7611/899-4455 
G 
GATE HOUSE: 
MAIN GATE, 3RD ST ............................. . 646-2566 
NAVY HOUSING, FARRAGUT RD ..... . .... . ........ 646-2998 
H 
HOUSEHOLD GOODS ............................ . . 646-2151 
HOUSING OFFICER, LA MESA ............... . ....... 646·2322 
HOUSING REFERRAL, FORT ORD ............... 242-2668/6344 
I 
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION OFFICE (NPS) ......... 646-2186 
L 
LEGAL ASSISTANCE OFFICE ...... . ............. . .. . 646·2506 
LIBARY (NPS) 
Reference/Information Servive .. . ... . ... . . . . .. . .. ... . 646·2485 
Circulation Desk .............................. .... 646·2947 
Paging Service ....................... .. .. . .. . . . ... . 646-2947 
Administrative Division .............. .... ..... ... .. . 646·2341 
M 
MARINE CORPS REPRESENTATIVE (NPS) ............. 646-2401 
MILITARY POLICB, FORT ORD ......... .. ...... . .... 242-7851 
N 
NAVAL ADMINISTRATIVE MEDICAL UNIT, PRESIDIO 
OF MONTEREY ................................... 242·8614 
NAVY EXCHANGE 
Exchange Officer .......................... 646-25761375-3737 
Barber Shop, Officer and Faculty 
(Herrmann Hall, Basement) ............ . ........ . ... 373-5505 
Monday-Friday ................................. 0830-1630 
Bookstore, Bldg. 300 ................... . ....... 373-112117343 
Monday-Saturday ..... ... ........... . ........... 1000-1700 
La Mesa Village Convenience Store Bldg. 336 ...... . .. . 375·0959 
Monday-Saturday ......... .. . . .. ... .. .. . . .. . . . . . 1000· 1900 
Sunday & Holidays . . ... . .... . ....... . . .......... 1200-1800 
MAIN EXCHANGE, BLDG. 303 
Retail Store.... . ......................... 373-7277/373·3575 
Monday-Saturday ........................ . ...... 0800-1 700 
Thursday ...................................... 1000-1800 
Barber Shop ............ .. ........ . .. . .... . ... 373-5933/4686 
Monday-Saturday ............................... 0800· 1700 
Laundry/Dry Cleaning/Tuilor ...•................ 373·5955/4686 
Monday·Saturday ....... . ... . ......... . ......... 0800-1700 
Optical Sbop.373· ................................ 5933/468& 
Monday-Saturday . . .••....... •. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .... 1OOO-l70C 
Personalized Service ....................... . ... 373·5933/4688 
Monday·Saturday .... . ......................... . 0900-1700 
Thursday ..................................... . 0900-1800 
Sunday ........................................ 1200·1700 
Beauty Salon ............................... .... ... 373· 1121 
Monday-Saturday ........... . .. . .. .. ... . . . ...... 0800· l 700 
Floral Shop ........................... . ...... . .... 373·5933 
Monday-Saturday .............. .. ... . . . . . . . ..... 0730-1 700 
Sunday ...... . ... . . . ........................... 1200· 17~ 
SERVICE STATION 
Service (Garage) Bldg 348 .. . ........... . .. . .... . .... 373· 7271 
Monday· Friday ............................ . .... 0800-1630 
Retail (Accessories) 
Monday-Friday ......................... . . . .. .. . 0730- 17~ 
Saturday .................... . ............ . .. . .. 0900-1700 
Sunday ........................................ 1200·1700 
Pumps 
Monday-Friday ................................. 0730-1700 
Saturday ........................... . .. .. ....... 0900-1700 
Sunday ........................................ 1200· 17~ 
p 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE ........................... 646·2023 
R 
RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
Recreation Office/Director, Herrmann 
Hall Basement .............................. 646·2466/2467 
Monday-Friday .... . ............................ 0800-1600 
Golf Course, Pro-Shop/Reservations ................... 646-2167 
Monday-Friday ... . ............................. 0730-Dusk 
Saturday, Sunday, & Hoiliday ..................... 0730-Dusk 
Golf Course, Snack Bar, Bldg. 191. 
Monday-Friday .................... . .... . .. .... . 0900-1700 
Saturday ........... . ...... . ........ . . . . ... .. . .. 0700-1700 
Gymansium & Gear Issue, Bldg. 191 .. . ... . . . . .... .. . . 646·2167 
Monday-Friday ............ . .......... . ....... . . 0730-2100 
Saturday ........................... . ........... 1000-1500 
Sport Supervisor, Bldg. 239 ............ ... . . ...•.... . 646-24Hi 
Swimming Pool (Seasonal) ..... . ............. . ... . .. . 646-22'75 
May-September (Tuesday-Sunday) ........ •. ........ 1200· lSIKI 
Port Ord Recreation Information, 
Bldg. 3109 4th Ave 242· .................... . ....... 732213-tl" 
s 
SCHEDULED AIRLINES TICKET OFFICE . . . .. .. .. . . . . 646-33 >5 
Monday-Friday ........................ 0800-1200/1300-16!0 
STUDENT MAIL CENTER ................ . . . . . ... . .. 64&22B 
u 
UNACCOMPANIED PERSONNEL HOUSING . .. . . . 646-2060/2069 
y 
YMCA, ARMED SERVICES .... . .. . .. .. ... .. ... . .... .. 372-7568 
GAH 011D S 
. -- ·--·- ·--··-. --- ·-.. ..... --.-., r 
You can rent a Ryder truck 
and return it to the same 
place you got it. Or, you 
can leave it in another city 
at the end of the trip. To 
stay or to go. And you can 
rent any kind of truck you 
want, too, from the most d~ 
pendable fleet in the world. 
Small vans and big vans. 
Light duty tractors and hea-
vy duty tractors. Trailers, 
too. Refrigerated and flat-
beds. You name it, for a 
day, a week, a month, a 
year, or on long-term lease. 
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